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Project Statement:
 For the production of a series of homes, can 
parametric modeling be used to optimize the design 
and production and then be affordably proliferated in 
a neighborhood with truly custom homes? 
Digital Fabrication:
 “The fascinating thing with technology is 
once you have a sense of what it can do it fi lls the 
imagination.” (Goulthrope 2003, 67)
 Because of the rapidly growing computa-
tional capabilities in both the architecture and con-
struction industries, architects can and must adapt 
their role in the process of building  to remain rel-
evant.  Avant-garde design fi rms are slowly recaptur-
ing control over the processes of making through the 
use of 21st Century digital fabrication technologies. 
 The era of “Fordism Style” production has 
passed (Ford 1996). Designers in industries from 
product design to shipbuilding have ushered in 
a technology-driven process that, with the use of 
digitally driven devices, allows for the production of 
1,000 different items as quickly as one item manu-
factured 1,000 times.  As an example, for the cre-
ation of Bernard Cache’s project Objectiles,(fi gure 
1.) Cache created a unique series of panels by modi-
fying the design parameters and the machining op-
erations.  By using computational means to produce 
variation within the constraints of machining code, 
Cache’s series of panel lays out a non-standard 
mode of production to quickly integrate and create 
mass-customized elements. 
Figure 1.
Objectiles, designer Bernard Cache.
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Computation
 “Digital media is increasingly being used 
not as a representational tool for visualization but as 
a generative tool for the derivation of form and its 
transformation” (Kolarevic 2003, 13)
 By using computational methods of design, 
a digital model can be used as construction docu-
ments to pass building and construction information 
more seamlessly between architects, engineers and 
fabricators. Architectural Building Information Model-
ing (BIM) programs are already capable of modeling 
the integration of building systems, yet this model-
ing technology has not integrated the capabilities 
of parametric and generative software to propel the 
building industry into the 21st Century where digital 
production methods can be more quick, effi cient and 
accurate to produce the custom-designed and digi-
tally fabricated architecture of the future.
  The current software programs architects 
use to produce digitally fabricated building compo-
nents are borrowed from other industries, such as 
CATIA from the aviation industry. These programs 
were then retooled for use with architecture, and al-
though they were successfully adapted, they often 
require a high level of specialized training. This has 
limited their use within the building industry. BIM pro-
grams such as Revit and ArchiCAD have been de-
signed specifi cally for the production of buildings, but 
instead of integrating the ability to capture and har-
ness digital fabrication and fully associative design. 
Although BIM programs are useful tools, they largely 
mirror the current state of removal from the produc-
tion.  These programs have been written to heav-
ily depend on the current set of standard construc-
tion practices which largely uses low to non-skilled 
workers.  Architects like Frank Gehry (fi gure 2.) have 
been able to break through this barrier by digitally 
fabricating building elements and then hiring a more 
highly skilled workforce such as ship builders to fully 
shape the complex surfaces.  
 Greg Lynn’s Embryologic Houses (fi gure 
3) take advantage of parametric modeling to iterate 
custom home designs.  Lynn’s manifesto describes 
a “digitally-driven production process that will in-
troduce a different logic of seriality in architecture.” 
Although these initial home designs show the vast 
ability of parametric logic applied to design, the fi nal 
execution does not integrate construction practices, 
and, as a result of the designs’ use of double-curved 
surfaces and highly complex geometry forms, the 
fi nal design solutions are not affordably buildable. 
For this reason, these homes could never become 
widely used.
 These digital methods of design and pro-
duction can be integrated, optimized and applied to 
current architecture and construction practices. As a 
result, custom-fi t solutions that are generated para-
metrically to account for 21st Century issues can re-
place the 20th Century image of the same optimized 
house as a “machine for living in.” 
Typegram:
 The current home building market is lead 
by developers who consider custom residential ar-
chitecture to be a list of interior fi nishes from which 
a home buyer can choose.  As a result, four or fi ve 
fl oor plans populate a neighborhood. Architects cur-
rently account for a negligible portion of the residen-
tial architecture industry, being limited primarily to 
the design of expensive custom homes.  Although 
these homes often push the typology of a residen-
tial architecture, they are not an economical solution 
for home design.  In the paper “Towards a Fully As-
sociative Architecture,” Bernard Cache showcases 
the Philibert De L’Orme Pavilion (fi gure 4) and his 
Figure 2.
DG Bank building, Parizer Platz, Gerlin, Germany, 
Architect Frank Gehry
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Figure 3.
Embryologic Houses, Architect Greg Lynn
fully associative design and manufacturing process 
which allowed him to produce everything from the 
initial form of the pavilion to the 100-percent CNC 
custom kit of parts. His projects defi ne a new way 
to integrate parametric design and production meth-
ods; however, his production methods were used to 
defi ne greater complexity. Like most custom homes 
designed by architects, they are not widely afford-
able, and so the power of infi nite iteration cannot be 
captured. 
Site Description:
 The computational and fabrication basis of 
my thesis does not clearly defi ne an implied site or 
set of site conditions because there is the potential 
for a parametrically driven architecture design to 
respond to a multitude of sites within a given zone. 
However, to optimize the parametric logic, the de-
sign’s climactic conditions will be limited to Lincoln, 
Nebraska, and a range of topographies will be used 
to showcase a parametric design’s ability to integrate 
with the surrounding landscape.
Methods of Analysis: 
 As a year-long mentored thesis study, I will 
fi rst research typical home design and construction 
and develop a way to integrate the process of digital 
fabrication, parametric architectural design methods 
and BIM software.  By creating a relationship with 
current professionals in the homebuilding, construc-
tion, and digital fabrication industries I will use their 
knowledge of current design and construction prac-
tices to keep my project grounded in today’s reality. 
This will allow for the design and production of a dig-
itally produced and manufactured architecture that 
remains fi nancially comparable to the cookie-cutter 
designs in general use today. Using architecture 
software with the current production technologies of 
the digital age, I will test my developed integration 
process by executing a prototype of a building ele-
ment.  This will continue to help me learn the process 
of software integration and digital production, as well 
as to provide a proof-of-concept for the basis to con-
tinue my project into the second semester.  Then, 
with the research and knowledge gained, I will de-
sign a series of parametrical-driven homes that can 
be further developed in the BIM software, and out-
put as design development and semi-construction 
drawings.
NAAB Criteria:
 This thesis will commit to and satisfy the 
NAAB Criteria of communication skills, design think-
ing skills, visual communication skills, investigative 
skills, fundamental design skills, use of precedents, 
ordering systems skills, pre-design, accessibility, site 
design, human behavior and ethics and professional 
judgment.
A-1. Communication Skills: Ability to read, write, 
listen, and speak effectively
A-2. Design Thinking Skills: Ability to raise clear 
and precise questions, use abstract ideas to interpret 
information, consider diverse points of view, reach 
well-reasoned conclusions, and test them against 
relevant criteria and standards
A-3. Visual Communication Skills: Ability to use 
appropriate representational media, including free-
hand drawing and computer technology, to convey 
essential formal elements at each stage of the pro-
gramming and design process.
A-5. Investigative Skills: Ability to gather, assess, 
record, apply and comparatively evaluate relevant 
information in architectural coursework and design 
processes
A-6. Fundamental Design Skills: Ability to effec-
tively use basic architectural and environmental prin-
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ciples in the design.
A-7. Use of Precedents: Ability to examine and 
comprehend the fundamental principles present in 
relevant precedents and to make choices regarding 
the incorporation of such principles into architectural 
and urban design projects
A-8. Ordering Systems Skills: Understanding the 
fundamentals of both natural and formal ordering 
systems and the capacity of each to inform two- and 
three-dimensional design 
B-1. Pre-Design: Ability to prepare a comprehen-
sive program for an architectural project, such as by 
providing an assessment of client and user needs, 
an inventory of space and equipment requirements, 
an analysis of site conditions, a review of the rel-
evant laws and standards and assessment of their 
implications for the project, and a defi nition of site 
selection and design assessment criteria.
B-2. Accessibility: Ability to design sites, facilities, 
and systems to provide independent and integrated 
use by individuals with mobility, sensory, physical 
and cognitive disabilities. 
B-4. Site Design: Ability to respond to site char-
acteristics, including proper contour manipulation in 
the development of a project design.
C-2. Human Behavior: Understanding of the rela-
tionship between human behavior, the natural envi-
ronment and the design of the built environment.
C-9 Ethics and Professional Judgment: Under-
standing of the ethical issues involved in the forma-
tion of professional judgment regarding social, po-
litical and cultural issues in architectural design and 
practice
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Figure 4.
Philibert De L’Orme, designers Objectile.
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Thesis Introduction
 Architects have integrated computers into 
fi rms to streamline the documentation process and 
which has allowed for the integration of rapid pro-
totyping and digitally driven technologies and tools. 
Although this has increased the effi ciency of the 
traditional approach to architecture, an alternative 
methodology has the potential to adapt the comput-
er’s role in architecture, making it a more integrated 
part of the design process. Within a traditional pro-
cess, software allows a designer to build the docu-
mentation of his designs around the relationships 
between elements. Instead, new methodologies 
can be used to imbed the nature of an architectural 
design within a system of internal parametric repre-
sentations. (Yessios) This allows for the creation of 
computationally designed systems where an interac-
tive framework could be used to aid in the design 
process.  This paper discusses parametric design 
method being used to generate housing based on 
site constraints, typological features, and pragmatic 
housing functions and details.
 The current home-building market is led by 
developers who consider custom residential archi-
tecture to be a list of interior fi nishes from which a 
home buyer can choose. As a result, four or fi ve fl oor 
plans populate a neighborhood. Architects current-
ly account for a negligible portion of the residential 
architecture industry, being limited primarily to the 
design of rare, expensive custom homes. Although 
these homes often push the typology of a residential 
architecture, they are not an economical solution for 
home design. In the paper “Towards a Fully Asso-
ciative Architecture,” Bernard Cache showcases the 
Philibert De L’Orme Pavilion and his fully associative 
design and manufacturing process which allowed 
him to produce everything from the initial form of the 
pavilion to the 100percent CNC custom kit of parts. 
Cache’s projects elaborate on the traditional design 
methodology and production methods. The paramet-
ric methods he employs are used to defi ne greater 
complexity within his designs. Like most custom 
homes designed by architects, these methods are 
not widely affordable, and so the power of paramet-
ric methods cannot be captured for average people. 
By implementing new methodologies these underuti-
lized parametric systems can be leveraged to gen-
erate custom home solutions to both fully engage 
computers within an architectural design process 
and raise the quality of current housing practices. 
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Relevant Research
Roof Height
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   180
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   165
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   0
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Direction
ROTATION FROM SOUTH
Peak Location
ROOF RIDGE POSITION
Site Selection   25
Slope Type   2
Square Footage   2000
Slope Type   2
Square Footage   2000
House Levels   1
Front Setbacks   25
Width vs. Depth   30
Site Selection   14
Slope Type   2
Square Footage   2000
House Levels   1
Front Setbacks   25
Width vs. Depth   55
Site Selection   14
Slope Type   2
Square Footage   2000
Site Selection
LOT DEFINED BY USER
Width vs. Depth
SHAPE AND TYPE OF PLAN
Front of Lot
Front of Lot
Bedrooms
Bathroom
Closets
Circulation
Living Room
Kitchen
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4.2 Rule Definition
Rule Based Design (RBD) can generally regard any of the algorithmic systems mentioned earlier: Cellular Automata, L-Systems, Fractals and Shape Grammar, as well as, other programming languages to create 3D geometry as 
form or texture from pre-defined rules. RBD can be utilized to extend iterative design investigation and can be structured to provide a continued dialogue between the architect/designer to continually provide input, and/or 
update variables or parameters to evolve and or generate a variation of outcomes.
Research Journal Vol. 01.02, Perkins + Will
Conway's Game of Life
 Rules:  
  _The universe of the GAME OF LIFE is an infinite two-dimensional grid of cells, each of which Is either alive Or dead. 
  _Cells interact With their eight neighbors, which are the cells that are directly horizontally, vertically, Or diagonally adjacent. 
  _At Each Step In Time, the following effects occur: 
   1. Any live cell With fewer than two neighbors dies, as If by loneliness. 
   2. Any live cell With more than three neighbors dies, as If by overcrowding. 
   3. Any live cell With two Or three neighbors lives, unchanged, To the Next generation. 
   4. Any dead cell With exactly three neighbors comes To life.  
  _The INITIAL PATTERN constitutes the first generation of the system. 
  _The Second generation Is created by applying the above rules simultaneously To every cell In the first generation 
  _-- births And deaths happen simultaneously, And the discrete moment at which this happens Is called a TICK. 
  _The rules continue To be applied repeatedly To create further generations. 
1. ”F” move forward and draw a line
Rule: F=FFFFF
2. “f” move forward without drawing
Rule: F=FFfFffF
4. “-” turn to the right from end of line
Rule: F=F[-fF]F[+fF]F
3. “+” turn to the left from end of line
Rule: F=FF[+FF]FF[+F]
5. Combine strings Axion: X
Rule:X=X+YF+; Y=-FX-Y
Branching Logic ProductionWhat it does/How it was done  
 Generated from a standard L-system where A->AB and 
B->A this system runs through multiple iterations of  the 
L-system and then chooses the letter sequence from the last 
line. Each letter is assigned a direction such as "Go Straight, 
Turn Left" a line is drawn following the directions of the last 
iteration of the L-system.  
 The weakness of this method is that it is generated 
from one continuous line that only reflects where it came from. 
Though it may overlap with a previous portion of the line it has 
no real connection to that point. This system could be 
improved by adding specific events when one line overlaps 
another such as adding a 2nd level.
A fractal is "a rough or fragmented geometric shape that can be split into parts, 
each of which is a reduced-size copy of the whole," a property called 
self-similarity. Roots of the idea of fractals go back to the 17th century, while 
mathematically rigorous treatment of fractals can be traced back to functions 
studied by Karl Weierstrass, Georg Cantor and Felix Hausdorff a century later in 
studying functions that were continuous but not differentiable; however, the 
term fractal was coined by Benoît Mandelbrot in 1975 and was derived from the 
Latin fractus meaning "broken" or "fractured." A mathematical fractal is based 
on an equation that undergoes iteration, a form of feedback based on 
recursion.[2] There are several examples of fractals, which are defined as 
portraying exact self-similarity, quasi self-similarity, or statistical self-similarity. 
While fractals are a mathematical construct, they are found in nature, which has 
led to their inclusion in artwork. They are useful in medicine, soil mechanics, 
seismology, and technical analysis.
Rule Based Computational Research_ Series of projects that use computational thinking and logic based methods
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rh4_060829_GameOfLife_RulesAsFunction  Marc Fornes
What it does/How it was done  
 He applied the 2d grid used for CA to a multi-directionally curved NURBS surface. (Nothing was stated about the creation of 
the NURBS surface.) He then ran a few generations of the  CA to arrive with a pattern of "active points." He connected these active 
points to create a pattern of surfaces. Using a separate generation method he pulled a control point from each of the surfaces down to 
the ground plane, creating a forest of small canopies. 
How to make it better  
 I think it would have been interesting if he used the number of active cells within x distance of a point to determine the 
height of the surface at that control point. It would also be interesting if he was able to use external influences into the system such as 
program, objects or future users. 
How I could use it  
 Though this example is more formal, I think I could use a similar approach in my project if I used program, site, or people's 
interactions as ways to reset and actively change the way the CA ran its course. 
 I think the power in a CA system comes with the fact that it changes from generation to generation. Using a single tick from 
the system to formally generate a space seams quite arbitrary.
L-Systems in Architecture  Michael Hansmeyer
What it does/How it was done  
 This is a series of projects that explores the generative potential of Lindenmeyer Systems in 
architecture. Processes known as turtle graphics create a modular response to a growing branch 
system. He also experiments using multiple generations of the L-system results to map out a 2D array 
of the results. From the 2D array he creates surfaces based on the data points. 
How to make it better  
 The results of this system look very cartoonish and random. He could have introduced other 
systems into the algorithm to make the results more believable. It would be nice to know how he 
transforms his branching path into the projects he has shown.  
How I could use it  
 I think the branching system provides a lot of potential to create organic shapes that mimic 
plant growth. I think the methods he used to avoid the ground plane and other obstacles could play 
an important role in integrating my project into the city. 
Dim i, j, k
Dim p1, p2, p3, p4, p5, p6, p7, p8
Dim xsize,ysize,zsize
Dim srf1, srf2, srf3, srf4, srf5, srf6, srf7, srf8, 
srf9, srf10
Dim pvc, pvc2
Dim T1,T2
Dim sphere, sphere2
Dim dist
Dim ic, jc, kc
Dim avg
Dim rad
xsize = 15
ysize = 15
zsize = 22
ReDim points (xsize,ysize,zsize)
Call Rhino.enableRedraw(False)
'create for loop
'loop through a cube
For i = 0 To xsize
  For j = 0 To ysize
    For k = 0 To zsize
      'store i, j, k
      'Call.Rhino.addPoint (Array (i, j, k))
      points(i,j,k) = Array(i ,j+k/3,k)
    
    Next
  Next
Next
'take 3 points at a time to create a triangular 
surface
'4 sets of 3 points create a pyramid
For i = 0 To xsize-3
  For j = 0 To ysize-3
    For k = 0 To zsize-3
      ' Draw a box
    
      'Get each of the point
      p1 = points(i,j,k)
      p2 = points(i+2, j, k)
      p3 = points(i+2,j+2,k)
      p4 = points(i,j+2, k)
      p5 = points(i+1,j+1,k+2)      
      'Get point for the inverse pyramid
      p6 = points(i+3,j+1,k+2)
      p7 = points(i+3,j+3,k+2)
      p8 = points(i+1,j+3,k+2)
     
  'create surface to form pyramid  
       If ((k Mod 2)=0)And ((i Mod 2)=0)And ((j 
Mod 2)=0) Then 
         srf1 = Rhino.AddSrfPt(Array(p1,p2,p5))
         srf2 = Rhino.AddSrfPt(Array(p2,p3,p5))
         srf3 = Rhino.AddSrfPt(Array(p3,p4,p5))
         srf4 = Rhino.AddSrfPt(Array(p1,p4,p5))
         srf5  = 
Rhino.AddSrfPt(Array(p1,p2,p3,p4))
          
        srf6 = Rhino.AddSrfPt(Array(p5,p6,p3)) 
        srf7 = Rhino.AddSrfPt(Array(p6,p7,p3))
        srf8 = Rhino.AddSrfPt(Array(p7,p8,p3))
        srf9 = Rhino.AddSrfPt(Array(p8,p5,p3))
        srf10 = 
Rhino.AddSrfPt(Array(p5,p6,p7,p8))
   
        T1 = Rhino.JoinSurfaces (Array(srf1, 
srf2, srf3, srf4, srf5), True)
        T2 = Rhino.JoinSurfaces (Array(srf6, 
srf7, srf8, srf9, srf10), True)
        
   'Get the range of % from i,j,k (0) to Max
     
      ic = 1-Abs((xsize/2)-i)/(xsize/2)
      jc = 1-Abs((ysize/2)-j)/(ysize/2)
      kc = 1-Abs((zsize/2)-k)/(zsize/2)  
      'Rhino.print(ic)
      'Rhino.print(jc)
      'Rhino.print(kc)  
        
      avg = (ic + jc + kc)/3
      
      'Rhino.print(ic)
      
      'Get radius with min radius = .25 and max 
radius = 1.25
      rad = .25 + (avg*.7) 
   
      'Get the volume Centroid 
      pvc = Rhino.SurfaceVolumeCentroid(T1)
      pvc2 = Rhino.SurfaceVolumeCentroid(T2)
      
      If i = 0 Or j = 0 Or k = 0 Or i > (xsize-5) Or j > 
(ysize-5) Or k > (zsize-5) Then
        'do nothing
        Else
         sphere =  Rhino.AddSphere (pvc(0),rad)
          sphere2 = Rhino.AddSphere (pvc2(0),rad)
     
(Array(T1),Array(sphere))
(Array(T2),Array(sphere2))
       End If
      Else
          'do nothing 
      End If  
       
   Next
  Next
Next
Call Rhino.enableRedraw(True)
Rhino Script
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Shape Evolution
Architectural design involves problem solving and the development of form based on how the problem is solved and/or resolved. Generally, a resultant buildingis defined by the constraints identified in the early conceptualstages of the design process. A shape grammarcan assist design exploration by expedit
within a singular rule or multiple rules. This establishes the shape grammar that will be utilized for spatial form generation. Additional programming, generative and/or evolutionary is then applied to the computational design process to derive and analyze form studies.
The examlple shown in Figure 4 is a complex computational solution developed as algorithmic optimization as a problem solving design method. Michael Hansmeyer developed the design of a commercial apartment building through a generalized concept of a pure partitioning exercise driven by the building
algorithm to generate or evolve the structural system to match.
Designers have two different starting points when conceiving new structural forms, top-down and bottom-up. Top-down is the classical, Cartesian-center technique of picking the overall shape first and then filling in theparts. Bottom-up, as the name implies, is the opposite: it starts with geometric component
Although scripting seems to bias the role of human decision making to a more bottoms-up approach, you learn to define basic parameters and the computer makes the big exploratory moves. Ultimately, algorithms adapted as computational design provide a level of design capability and complexity that will 
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Introduction to shape grammars
Shape grammars perform computations with shapes in two steps: a recognition of a particular 
shape and its possible replacement. Rules specify the particular shapes to be replaced and 
the manner in which they are replaced. Underlying the rules are transformations that permit 
one shape to be part of another. There is one rule associated with this page. The rule 
contains two shapes
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The ultimate goal of this work is the design and production of mass-
customized houses. The current focus is on design aspects. The purpose of 
mass customization is to provide high-quality housing at an affordable cost. 
Quality is defined as the satisfaction of user needs. Cost is controlled by 
using computeraided manufacturing, which does not rely on exhaustive 
repetition. Traditionally, when a designer is faced with the design of a large 
development, the usual solution is to design a limited number of house types 
and then to repeat them based on market analysis. The envisaged process 
aims at overcoming such limitations by using computer-aided design and 
manufacturing processes. The idea is to give mass-produced houses some 
of the qualities associated with individually designed homes.
A discursive grammar for customizing mass housing:
the case of Siza’s houses at Malagueira
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Optimization is a process that finds the 
maximum of a good thing, the minimum of a 
negative thing, or the best balance between 
multiple things. Often derived through 
calculus and algebraic methods other ways 
of maximizing a systems potential can be 
just as effective when the equations are 
unknown or too complex. Linnear regres-
sions and bell curves help statitions in 
determining the optimal value for a given set 
of data. In architecture, various forms of 
optimization have been used for structure, 
form, daylighting etc. 
Shape Based Computational Research_ Series of projects that use computational thinking and logic based methods
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ing iterativestudy of form relationships either as a generative orevolving process (Figure 3). The shape grammar is a design language based on a shape, or multiple shapes as defined, the parameters and variables that will establish the linguistics of spatial relationships is structured 
gs market value as a reference point for the algorithm. This is a bottom up design approach in which the pre-defined unit types were defined as components and the construction rules and parameters established optimum assembly. The system was created to include a secondary 
s as the initial building blocks. Through repetition and variation according to logical rules, they grow to define larger systems.
transform the practice of design in our profession.
Research Journal Vol. 01.02, Perkins + Will
The Language of the prairie: Frank Lloyd Wright’s prairie houses
The following parametric shape grammar generates the compositional forms and specifies the function zones of Frank Lloyd 
Wright's prairie-slyle houses. The establishment of a fireplace is the key to the definition of the prairie-style house. Around this 
fireplace , functionally distinguished Froebelean-type blocks are recursively added and interpenetrated to form the basic: 
compositions from which elaborated prairie-style houses are derived, The grammar is based on a corpus of eleven houses 
from the Winslow house, the evolutionary precursor of the style, to the Robie house. considered by many as the culmination of 
the style. Much has been written about prairie-style houses-their balance, their debt to Beaux Arts and Japanese design 
traditions, and their organic qualities. However, such descriptions do not exphcitly inform us as to how prairie-style houses are 
constructed, and consequently provide little help in designing new members of this style. The power of a grammar, such as the 
one given here, is that it establishes a recursive structure from which new deSigns can be co nstructed . Three new prairie 
houses gene rated by the grammar as well as a step-by-step generation of one of these deSigns are shown.
Casa Vieira de Castro perches halfway up at the southwestern end of a hill that overlooks the 
town of Vila Nova de Famalicao in Portugal. Previously intended as a sanatorium, the site has 
since been acquired by a local industrialist, who commissioned architect Alvaro Siza into 
developing it. The site now consists of a caretaker’s house, a two-storey family house and a 
swimming pool with a terraced garden. Recalling the traditional quinta, the Casa Vieira de 
Castro brims full of personal and regional identity, an architectural design that is truly trademark 
Siza. Design of a house in northern Portugal makes use of existing groundworks on a site 
overlooking the local town.
Casa Vieira de Castro, by Alvaro Siza Arquitecto, is at the southwestern end of a terrace built 
halfway up the precipitous slope of a hill. It overlooks the industrial town of Vila Nova de Famali-
cao in northern Portugal, which lies about 18km south-west of Braga and has a history of 
watchmaking. The terrain is rocky and, with a relatively high rainfall in this part of the country, 
green with pine and oak. From this vantage there are southerly views over an immense land-
scape; conversely from the valley, the house can be seen from far away, an abstract form 
etched sharp and white against the forest.
Optimization script arranging apartment types to achieve the highest market value for a given building 
envelope. It takes the potential extents of the building envelope, information about the value of differ-
ent apartments based on views, size, and balcony space. The script iteratively organizes the interior 
spaces and reports the value of the property, the number of rooms, square footage, and other useful 
information about the project. The diagrams accompanying the project help to explain the 
design/scripting process that developed the final form. It also shows a graph of the market value of the 
building with callouts that denote major shifts in the interior organization. 
 
The formal qualities of this project could be improved, it looks almost typical and the wrapping walls 
around the units look overused. 
There could be more influence on the value based on the quality of space 
It should include more external influences than just the site envelope 
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 Examples of parametric design include 
Robert Woodbury, Elements of Parametric Design, 
where he outlines various parametric based con-
cepts for modeling. Nathan Miller (2009) discusses 
parametric strategies in civil architectural design. 
Perkins and Will’s white paper on generative algo-
rithms demonstrate the professional applicability of 
parametric modeling. These examples begin to insti-
gate the ability to apply algorithmic tools on a single 
large scale project.  Previous experiments in gen-
erating architecture have primarily been reserved to 
housing design and have involved shape grammar 
by George Stiny, John Gero and discursive grammar 
by Jose Duarte.
Shape Grammar
 “Shape grammars perform computations 
with shapes in two steps: a recognition of a particular 
shape and its possible replacement. Rules are used 
to specify the particular shapes to be replaced and 
the manner in which they are replaced. Underlying 
the rules are transformations that allow one shape to 
be part of another” (Stiny, 1972)
 One example in “The Language of the Prai-
rie: Frank Llyod Wright’s Prairie Houses” investi-
gates ways of manually recreating a design style. 
For H Koning and J Eizenberg, recreations of Frank 
Lloyd Wright’s prairie-style homes use a “parametric 
shape grammar that generates compositional forms 
and specifi es the functional zones.” Their system 
succeeds in its ability to lead an architecturally edu-
cated person through a series of steps or choices 
that achieve a similarly styled output each time. 
However, that same person could create a similar 
output more quickly by relying on his or her architec-
tural abilities.
 The advantages a shape grammar-based 
system could offer are vast. Although it is an inef-
fi cient model for architects to use within their own 
design processes, shape grammar’s rule-based na-
ture lends itself well to adaptation for its use within 
Shape Grammar Research_ Method for creating compositions from shapes
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Discursive Grammar Research_ Method for creating compositions by diving shapes
computational systems and frameworks. The ability 
to apply different rules at different times within the 
design of a single solution allows shape grammars 
to be fl exible within a large system and to create a 
wide range of fi nal designs. It is fairly straightforward 
to parametrically create a simple shape grammar 
system because of the limited number of rules that 
can be applied at any given location. Attempts to pro-
gram more complex shape grammar systems have 
been limited. Where an architect would know intui-
tively which rules to select for application and where 
to apply them, programmers had trouble getting the 
computer to identify the appropriate locations to ap-
ply the usable shape grammar rules. 
Discursive Grammar 
 A discursive grammar is made of both pro-
gramming and design grammars. “The programming 
grammar generates design briefs based on user 
data; the designing grammar provides the rules for 
generating designs in a particular style, and a set of 
heuristics guides the generation of designs towards 
a solution that matches the design brief.” (Jose Du-
arte, 2001) Duarte provides the approach for creat-
ing custom homes for the masses, using the case of 
Siza’s houses at Malagueria with the goal of com-
putationally recreating architecture confi guration.. In 
his paper, Duarte defi nes a more computer-oriented 
process for recreating Siza’s houses at Malagueira, 
but his system relies on a process of division. Start-
ing from an initial perimeter, it arranges the same 
program within the perimeter in slightly different pat-
terns. As a result, each home becomes a refl ected 
or rotated version of the one before it. Although both 
shape and discursive grammars lend themselves to 
adaptation for computational re-creation, they both 
rely on a set of rules or steps which strictly predefi ne 
an output and limit themselves to only internal rela-
tionships.
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median home size 1,800 sq. ft.
2 out of 3homes equipped with a dish washer
More than 80% of homes have a washer and dryer
85% have a porch, deck or patio
1/3 have a working fireplace
http://www.dailyfinance.com/blog/2010/07/07/how-average-are-you-and-your-home-take-the-hud-test/?icid=sphere_copyright
36 years median age of an American home
0.27 acresmedian lot size for a single-family home
53% of homes have six or more rooms64% of homes have three or more bedrooms
More than 1/2 have two or more bathrooms
4 Bedrooms or more
Presence of Air-Conditioning in New Single-Family Houses Completed1
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0
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3 Bedrooms
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0
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Number of 
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0
1
Residential Statistical Research_ Information about the current housing stock
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The average, 2,000 square-foot 
home requires:
1 5
17
15
3
2
13,000 board-ft of lumber / 6,000 sq ft of sheathing
14 tons of concrete / 2,300 sq ft of exterior siding material
2,400 sq ft of roofing material / 3,000 sq ft of insulation
6,100 sq ft of interior wall material / 120 linear ft of ducting
2,000 sq ft of floor covering
7
Inside Metro
Outside Metro
Median Square Feet of Floor Area in New Single-Family Houses Completed by Location1
2395
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240
0
20082003199819931988198319781973
ces in New Single-Family Houses Completed1
places or more
ce
e
2008200319981993198819831978
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0
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Architect Designed Homes vs. Home Builder 
Homes 
 There are two different design models 
currently employed in the housing market, one 
by home builders and the second by individually 
contracted architects. The home builders’ strategy 
is to limit the number of predesigned homes within 
a couple of basic types, and then repeatedly build 
them based on their understanding of the market 
conditions. This business model fi nds value within 
the iteration of the same cost-optimized designs. 
With limited profi t per each home-build, a home 
builder’s goal is similar to that of a big box store: 
sell as much of a single, low-cost product as pos-
sible and reduce costs within your structure through 
the optimization of the product and control over the 
manufacturing or construction. The downside to this 
model is it encourages builders to reduce the quality 
of their fi nal products based on a drive to increase 
profi ts. The advantage of this model is its ability to 
rapidly proliferate a product at an affordable level. 
Because builders have such strict control over their 
processes to keep costs down, they become locked 
into a set of strategies that reap the best results. 
For example, home builders limit themselves to 
two different home types, ranches and split-levels, 
based on cutting costs to create the houses’ 
foundations. To allow relatively untrained people 
to make these decisions, homebuilders develop 
standards based on their value. These standards, 
because of their rigidity, lend themselves well to be-
ing created within a computational system.
 The second model is employed primarily by 
architects. This business model fi nds value within 
the custom creation of a single design. To remain 
solvent, the value of each design carries a much 
higher cost and is much more slowly constructed 
because of the need to be individually developed. 
The limiting factor of this method then becomes one 
of cost and affordability, which, in a market that val-
ues, above all, time and money, limits that model’s 
market share. The advantages of this method are, 
however, much more vast than those of the builder. 
Homes are designed specifi cally for their inhabit-
ants and their location. As a result, these homes 
actually respond to their surroundings, are func-
tionally superior for their inhabitants, have a much 
higher material fi nish and are generally built with a 
superior quality and level of control. 
Home Builder Homes Research_ Homes designed and built by HearthStone Homes, Omaha, Ne
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HearthStone Homes
Home Builder Survey
“At HearthStone homes, we know you care about your credit, so as you’re building your credit. let us build your home. You may know you can buy a Hearth-
Stone Home with a combined household income of $33,800.
omahanewhomes.com
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
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GARAGE BEDROOM
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GARAGEPR
PUPUBLICPRIVATE
Adler Archer-Albright Campbell Belmont Oliver
Ranch
Home Builder Homes Research_ Basic Home Builder typology
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PUBLIC
GARAGEPRIVATE
RIVATE
UBLIC
Westland
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Chase Logan Peyton Redmond Russel
2 Story Ranch_Double Ranch
Home Builder Homes Research_ Basic Home Builder typology
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GARAGEPUBLIC
PRIVATE
Whistler
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Alexandria Monticello Newport Roanoke Roseland
Split Level
Home Builder Homes Research_ Basic Home Builder typology
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GARAGEBASEMENT
PUBLICPRIVATESanford
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Architecture Record Homes
Architect designed homes survey
In their selection of RECORD Houses, the editors seek both innovative design and timeless architectural responses to the residential program. While the 
adjectives “innovative” and “timeless” verge on the oxymoronic, we would like to think we can make a case for conjoining them with these projects.
archrecord.construction.com/residential
?
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?
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?
?
? 
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
? 
Architect Designed Homes Research_ Small selection of homes by Architects that were featured for their Design excellence
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Residential Pattern Book
Residential
Pattern Book 
for the 
City of Roanoke 
Planning Building & 
Development
R O A N O K E
VIRGINIA
Endorsed by the Planning Commission
November 20, 2008
Winner of the 2009 American Planning Association Virginia 
Chapter Innovation Award and the Roanoke Valley Preservation 
Foundation Education Award.
 Each era of history in America has provid-
ed us with manuals, known as pattern books, that 
served to coordinate the home-building process by 
providing designs suited to the technology and ob-
jectives at the time. (Urban Design Assoc.)
Pattern books are to homebuilders as mom-and-pop 
stores are to Wal-Mart. They are a past model, one 
which blended a few of the qualities of an architect-
designed home with many qualities of current home-
builders.  Pattern books were basically manuals 
that contractors used to build homes for individual 
clients. These books were generally produced by ar-
chitects with sets of plans and details that could be 
used interchangeably for the fi nal design and con-
struction of the home. As a result, architects relin-
quished some control over the fi nal products, but the 
system allowed architects to affect a greater number 
of homes, while letting contractors adjust the design 
of a home slightly to better fi t its context. A contrac-
tor’s clients received a greater variation between 
each home built in the area. Because clients worked 
directly with the contractor they were forced to pro-
vide a better products and services. As a result, each 
neighborhood that was built from a set of pattern 
books has a relative cohesiveness between each of 
the homes, while maintaining individuality.
 These pattern books can be thought of as 
the analog form of a parametric model. Each itera-
tion is distinct and varied, but is also strongly related 
to the iteration created before and after it. This meth-
odology allows for the translation into a digital frame-
work much more easily than the typical home de-
veloped by builders today.  Just as “ The Language 
of the Prairie: Frank Llyod Wright’s Prairie Houses” 
demonstrated,  a series of interrelated homes by the 
same architect have the ability to be analyzed and 
turned into a shape grammar model; a pattern book 
can be developed into a discursive grammar within a 
computational framework to produce individualized, 
but similar homes.
Pattern Book Research_ Manuals for the designing and building of historical homes
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The American Foursquare is characterized more by its simple boxlike form and low-hipped roof, than its style, 
thus gaining its name from a straightforward fl oor plan of four rooms on each level. The standard American 
Foursquare truly is square in form often measuring 28’ x 28’, 29’ x 29’, or 30’ x 30’. The roof is either hipped 
or pyramidal hipped with a hipped, gabled or pedimented dormer on one or more sides with a pitch ranging 
from 6:12 to 8:12. The roof is typically accented with a wide eave. The American Foursquare is always two 
stories tall. Window and door composition on the front façade typically consists of two windows (sometimes 
paired) and a centered or off-centered door on the fi rst fl oor, two windows (sometimes paired) on the second 
fl oor and a centered dormer in the roof. The American Foursquare typically has an exterior end chimney 
projecting through the eaves. (Residential Pattern Book)
Simplified Type Grammar
First floor geometrical
arrangement
First floor room and
circulation definition
Expansion of
Circulation
Addition of
Private Spaces
Bungalow
American Foursquare
Though variations exist, the Bungalow is basically a gable-roofed cottage with a prominent front porch. 
Square or rectangular in plan, Bungalows are compact with either a side-gabled or front-gabled roof with 
wide eaves. The pitch of the main roof typically ranges from 6:12 to 8:12 and dominates the Bungalow’s 
horizontal silhouette. A large single dormer with a gabled or shed roof typically is located on the main roof. 
An exterior end chimney usually projects through the eaves. The porch roof is slightly shallower with a 3:12 
to 5:12 pitch. This shape sometimes varies with two intersecting low-pitched front-gables or a hipped or py-
ramidal roof. (Residential Pattern Book)
Housing Typology Study_ Translation of Historical housing typologies to Shape Based Grammar
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The Colonial Revival house is rectangular in form and one to three stories in height with a side-gabled roof 
ranging in pitch from 7:12 to 12:12. Sometimes a hipped roof is used with the same range of pitches. The 
facade will feature either three or fi ve-bays with a centered door and symmetrically balanced windows. If 
dormers are incorporated into the roof, they are always gabled and aligned vertically with the windows and 
central door. Chimneys are often located at the gable ends of the houses. (Residential Pattern Book)
Based on the earlier Bungalow and Prairie style houses and Frank Lloyd Wright’s Usonian houses, a Ranch 
house is basically a rectangular-shaped, one-story house with a long, low overhanging roof. The roof is 
typically side-gabled, but also features cross-gables, and can be hipped. Ranch houses are rectangular, L-
shaped, or U-shaped. Ranch houses were typically built over a basement or on a concrete slab. However, 
the fi rst fl oor was always built at grade to help eliminate the separation between indoor and outdoor living. 
Windows and doors were placed without regard to symmetry. The roof was always low-pitched (4:12 to 5:12, 
the lowest pitch for an asphalt shingle guarantee), which reinforced its horizontal appearance. The roof eaves 
can be fl ush, shallow, or wide, with enclosed soffi ts. In rare instances, eaves are open with exposed rafters. 
A wide, low chimney was also an important feature. (Residential Pattern Book)
Ranch House
Colonial Revival
Housing Typology Study_ Translation of Historical housing typologies to Shape Based Grammar
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The Queen Anne style is well-known for its complex massing featuring a variety of hipped, gabled, and in-
tersecting-gabled roofs. Three main types of massing forms can be found in Roanoke; rectangular, L-shape, 
and square. Each form of massing can be found in both one-story and two-story variations.
Rectangular Massing: Houses with rectangular massing feature steeply pitched gable-front roofs ranging 
from 8:12 to 12:12. Full-width hipped porches are added on the front.
Square Massing: Houses with square massing feature a centered hipped roof with a front gabled wing and a 
lower side cross gable. Roof pitches range from 8:12 to 12:12. Full-width porches extend across the façade. 
(Residential Pattern Book)
A Tudor Revival house is one of the more recognizable styles in Roanoke, notable for its asymmetrical layout 
and high-pitched roof, which is often side-gabled and complex. Steeply-pitched, front-facing gables dominate 
an irregular façade. Two main types of massing exist on the Tudor Revival; the basic L shaped house and 
the broad front house. The roof of both types is always steep and will vary from 12:12 to 20:12. Eaves tend to 
be shallow with boxed eaves ranging from 4 to 10 inches and exposed rafter tails being 10 inches. Dormers 
are often present on these steeply pitched roofs to allow light into upper stories. Chimneys are usually placed 
prominently on the front or side of a house, sometimes in clusters. (Residential Pattern Book)
The Queen Anne
Tudor Revival
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Critical Analysis
Roof Height
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   180
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   165
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   0
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Direction
ROTATION FROM SOUTH
Peak Location
ROOF RIDGE POSITION
Site Selection   25
Slope Type   2
Square Footage   2000
Slope Type   2
Square Footage   2000
House Levels   1
Front Setbacks   25
Width vs. Depth   30
Site Selection   14
Slope Type   2
Square Footage   2000
House Levels   1
Front Setbacks   25
Width vs. Depth   55
Site Selection   14
Slope Type   2
Square Footage   2000
Site Selection
LOT DEFINED BY USER
Width vs. Depth
SHAPE AND TYPE OF PLAN
Front of Lot
Front of Lot
Bedrooms
Bathroom
Closets
Circulation
Living Room
Kitchen
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 For the purpose of analyzing the computational potential of these ideas were 
mainly tested with Grasshopper. Grasshopper is a graphical scripting program that 
plugs into Rhino 3-D’s modeling and visualization tools. This software is advantageous 
because of its forgiving learning curve and unlike other scripting programs no knowl-
edge of scripting or programming languages is needed. Four main experiments were 
initially conducted; a Grammar based American Foursquare Home, A homebuilder in-
terpretation of site and its resulting typological shift, A simplifi ed recursive cut and fi ll 
calculation and A solver based bubble diagram fl oor plan generator. 
Grammar Based American Foursquare Home
 For the creation of a grammar-based home, several different home typologies 
were analyzed. Most homes built by home builders today are of two general typolo-
gies: ranch or two-story homes and split-level homes. Although there is a clear type 
delineation, homebuilder homes tend to be poorly laid out in plan, resulting in a diffi cult 
translation into a grammar-based set of rules or divisions. For this reason, traditional 
American homes and pattern books were researched. The American Foursquare was 
selected due to its strong parti, which lent it to more easily be developed into a simple 
grammar-based on quadrants to reproduce its plans. The script was developed in three 
stages: the plan-based organization, plan development and house-massing model. 
 The plan-based organization of the home uses the grammar-based logic to 
create the basic arrangement based on an American Foursquare Parti Diagram. By 
scripting it parametrically, a user can change values and decisions that work within the 
grammar to produce a series of different American Foursquare homes. The grammar 
allows changes on several scales to form manipulation of the internal organization to 
the size of individual rooms. Due to the coding of the grammar, the overall form, or 
perimeter bounds, is similar where the plans can vary signifi cantly which is something 
that is consistent with the American Foursquare pattern books.
 The plan development step takes the initial plan organization developed in the 
fi rst step and continues its process to create a typical fl oor plan. Because everything is 
parametrically based, changes made to the previous step result in changes within this 
step as well. For simplicity, only doors and windows have parametric controls, and they 
allow for the manipulation of elements within walls and resulting circulation paths.
 The house-massing model references the data from the previous plan defi ni-
tion script to develop the massing of the house. Compared to the two previous steps, 
relatively little information is needed that has not already been defi ned. The porch and 
roof elements in this step are combined to the developed plans to create a representa-
tion of a traditional American Foursquare house.
 These stages are linked together in a way that allows any input or value to be 
edited or changed to update the resulting massing model. Since the process is para-
metrically driven without placing limits on the inputs, the grammar and coding of the 
script will allow the creation of both functioning and non-functioning fl oor plans.
Organization
Grammar Based American Foursquare_ Study of Grammar based methods translation for computational type creation 
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Plan Development House Model
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Grammar Based American Foursquare_ Translation from Type Interpretation to Computational Script
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User Inputs, size, room square footage, room organization
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Input:
Width
Depth
Output:
Footprint
Input:
Central axis direction
Output:
House axis
Living Room/Stairs
Kitchen/Dining
Input:
Kitchen Sq. Ft.
Living Sq. Ft.
Dining/Kitchen Location
Living/Stair Location
Input:
House Height
Stair rise and run
Labels
Output:
Stair
Plan
Input:
1st floor Data
Floor to Floor
Output:
2nd Floor Footprint
Stair Location
Input:
Living Room Wall
Stair Position
1 2
6 7
Footprint Central Axis Kitchen and Living
First Floor Plan Stair and Circulation Bedrooms_1
American Foursquare _Plan Organization
Grammar Based American Foursquare_ Steps showing computational translation of grammar for basic organization of home
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Output:
Living Room
Kitchen
Input:
Closet Depth
Dining Sq. Ft.
Hallway Width
Output:
Hallway
Dining Room
Input:
Hallway Width
Stair Width
Stair Location
Output:
Office
Hallway
Closet
Stair Space
Output:
Bedroom 1
Bedroom 2
Input:
Kitchen and Dining Position
Bedroom Sq. Ft.
Output:
Bedroom_3
Input:
Bathroom width
Bathroom Depth
Kitchen Sq. Ft.
Output:
Bedroom_4
Bathroom
Plan
3 4 5
8 9
Dining and Hallway Office, Hallway and Closet
Bedrooms_2 Second Floor Plan 10
American Foursquare Type Representation
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Input:
Plan Organization
Segment Lengths
Output:
Plan Structure
Input:
Window Size
Window Location
Number of Windows
Door Size
Door Location
Output:
Door Layout
Window Layout
Input:
Interior wall thickness
Exterior wall thickness
Input:
Windows
Doors
Threshold
Walls
Output:
1st Floor Plan
Input:
Window Size
Window Location
Number of windows
Doors Size
Door Location
Output:
Window Layout
Door Layout
Input:
Interior wall thickness
Exterior wall thickness
1 2
6 7
Plan Organization Doors and Windows Wall Definition
First Floor Plan Doors and Windows Wall Definition
American Foursquare _Plan Development
Grammar Based American Foursquare_ Steps showing parametric layers being added to Grammar based organization
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Output:
Exterior wall lines
Interior wall lines
Trimmed openings
Input:
Door and Window sizes
Wall thicknesses
Output:
Door Plan Lines
Window Plan Lines
Input:
Sill height
Sill depth
Doors
Threshold
Output:
Window Lines
Sill Lines
Door Lines
Output:
Exterior wall lines
Interior wall lines
Trimmed openings
Input:
Door and Window sizes
Wall thicknesses
Output:
Door Plan Lines
Window Plan Lines
Input:
Windows
Doors
Threshold
Walls
Output:
2nd Floor Plan
3 4 5
8 9
Plan Detail_walls Plan Detail_windows and doors
Plan Detail_walls Second Floor Plan 10
Two-dimensional Planametric Representation
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Input:
Plan Data
Walls
Doors
Windows
Sills
Output:
Plans for Model
Input:
Floor Thickness
Floor to Floor
Output:
Floor Slabs
Input:
Foundation Thickness
Foundation depth
Basement Depth
Input:
Window Sill Lines
Door lines
Output:
Window Sill
Window Header
Door Header
Input:
Porch Location
Porch Depth
Porch width
Porch Height
Number of Supports
Patio Slab Thickness
Output:
Patio
Porch
Input:
Roof Overhang
Roof Slope
Roof Limits
1 2
6 7
Plan Import Floor Slabs Basement
Sills and Headers Porch Main Roof
American Foursquare _House Model
Grammar Based American Foursquare_ Steps showing parametric layers being added to form a basic massing model
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Output:
Basement
Foundation
Input:
Wall height
Output:
Main Walls
Input:
Door Lines
Door Height
Door Thickness
Window Sill height
Window Sill thickness
Window Height
Window depth
Output:
Windows
Doors
Output:
Main Roof
Input:
Roof Locations
Roof Slope
Roof Offset
Roof Footprint
Output:
Porch Roof
Dormer
Input:
House Components
House Solids
House Surfaces
Output:
House Model
3 4 5
8 9
Main Walls Windows and Doors
Sub Roofs Final Model 10
House Model Volumetric Representation
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Sloped Site Two Finished Floors
Flat Site Single Finished Floor
Site Analysis
Site Based Analysis and Type Massing
 Typical home builders construct two different types of homes, and they 
base which type to use on their initial analysis of the site. The main difference 
between these homes is the number of fi nished fl oors. The fi rst type, ranch, works 
on fl at sites and generally has a single fi nished fl oor on each level of the home 
that matches the area for the foot print of the home. The second type, split-level, is 
used when the site is sloped across its front elevation. In this situation, the ranch 
type is diffi cult to use due to the extensive earthwork needed to level the site. The 
split-level instead creates multiple fi nished fl oors in the form of half-levels. This ba-
sic difference in design is how home builders place their home types on a specifi c 
lot. This process can be recreated parametrically, allowing the computer to auto-
matically respond to the difference in site conditions. The resulting Grasshopper 
script is an interpretation of the homebuilder process. Inputs into the script range 
from city-regulated site setbacks of the manipulation of the elements of the home, 
for example, square footage and number of levels, to be placed on the site.   The 
information is then used to visualize the volume of a typical homebuilder home 
on a given site. This script demonstrates the basic ways in which a homebuilder 
interacts with a residential lot.
Cut and Fill Parametric Recursive loop
 Another way home builders control cost is by reducing the amount of dirt 
that needs to be taken away from or added to a site. When it is possible, sites are 
graded so that the dirt removed from the site to create the basement is equal to the 
fi ll put onto the site to create a level driveway and to mitigate water fl ows on the site 
by creating a sloped grade away from the house. This process also lends itself to 
computation. It’s complexity requires a different computational strategy, however.. 
The initial Grasshopper scripts were parametrically driven, and the data fl owed lin-
early through a series of steps. This script uses a plug-in called Hoopsnake which 
adds a recursive loop to allow a calculation to be made by stepping through the 
process several times until a solution can be found. This script fi rst calculates the 
volume of material for removal for the basement and foundations, and then uses 
that dirt as fi ll material to grade the site. 
Site Based Analysis and Type Massing_ Computational interpretation of Home Builder’s site based strategies
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Split Level Cut and Fill Equal
Single Story Ranch Pre-Calculation
House Volume Cut and Fill
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Input:
Lots for Homes
Lot Selection
Output:
Lot for Analysis
Input:
Lot
Elevation Colors
Output:
Visual Elevation Analysis
Input:
Setbacks
Front
Left Side
Right Side
Rear
Input:
Setbacks
House Size
Midpoints
Footprint
Output:
Slope Across Footprint
Input:
House Footprint
Site Elevation
Output:
Estimation of Topo
Estimation of Elevation
Input:
Topo Estimation
Elevation Estimation
Finished floor height
1 2
6 7
Lot Selection Visual Output Site Setbacks
Slope Analysis Foundation Intersection Finished Floor
Site Analysis_Home Type
Site Based Analysis_ Computational interpretation of Home Builder’s understanding of site to type relationship
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Output:
Set Back on Site
Input:
Setbacks on Surface
Mid Points of site
Output:
Buildable Area
Input:
House Front Setback
House Depth
House Width
Output:
Initial House Foot Print
Output:
Finished floor elevation/s
Input:
Flat Site
Output:
Single finished floor
Ranch or Two Story
Input:
Sloped Site
Output:
Two Finished Floors
Split level
3 4 5
8 9
Buildable Area Initial Footprint
Flat Site Sloped Site 10
Ranch, Split Level or Two Story Based on Slope Analysis
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Input:
Site
House Footprint
House Finished Floor
Output:
Site Analysis
Single Story Home
Input:
Floor to Floor
Basement depth
House width
House Depth
Output:
House Volume
Basement Volume
Input:
House Volume
Offset
Floor Area
Roof Overhang
Input:
Site
House Footprint
House Finished Floor
Output:
Site Analysis
Split Level Home
Input:
Floor to Floor
Basement depth
House width
House Depth
Output:
House Volume
Basement Volume
Input:
House Volume
Offset
Floor Area
Roof Overhang
1 2
6 7
Site Input Main Volume Roof_1
Site Input Main Volume Roof_1
Site Analysis_House Volume
Site Based Analysis_ Computational interpretation of site to type relationship with parametric based massing model
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Output:
Roof offset
Roof Footprint
Input:
Roof Footprint
Roof Height
Roof Slope
Output:
Roof Constraints
Input:
Line work
Surfaces
Output:
Single Story Home
Output:
Roof offset
Roof Footprint
Input:
Roof Footprint
Roof Height
Roof Slope
Output:
Roof Constraints
Input:
Line work
Surfaces
Output:
Single Story Home
3 4 5
8 9
Roof_2 Flat Site Home Volume
Roof_2 Sloped Site Home Volume 10
Flat Site and Sloped Site House Volumes
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Input:
Site Input
House Footprint
Output:
House Footprint
Site Surface
Input:
Roof Height
House Height
Basement Depth
Output:
House Volume
Basement
Input:
Basement
Site Surface
Input:
Site Surface
Cut Volume
Offset Distance
Output:
Untuched Surface
Area for Fill
Input:
Fill Lines
Untouches Surface
Basement Volume
Output:
Fill Volume
Fill Surface
Input:
Cut Volume
Fill Volume
Offset
1 2
6 7
Site Input House Volume Split Surface
Fill Limits_2 Fill Volume Start
Site Analysis_Cut and Fill
Cut and Fill Analysis_ Computational interpretation Home Builder grading methods for neutral cut and fi ll
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Output:
Basement Site Intersection
Basement Area
Site Area
Input:
Basement Mass
Site Surface
Intersections
Output:
Cut Mass
Cut Volume
Input:
Site edges
House Volume
Finished Floor
Site House Intersection
Output:
Fill Lines
Output:
Cut and Fill
Input:
Volume Basement
Volume Fill
Output:
Equal Cut to Fill
Input:
Offset Edges
Output:
Cut Volume Equal to Fill
3 4 5
8 9
Cut Volume Fill Limits_1
Calculation Cut and Fill Equal 10
Site Analysis for equal cut and fill on lot
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Grasshopper Test House_ Parametric house based on algorithmically solved bubble diagram
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Parametric House Definition
Single Story Version
Grasshopper Script
Floor Plan Solver
Exterior Framing 
Interior Framing 
Roof Framing 
Floor Plan Solver
1st Floor Exterior Framing 
Interior Framing 
Roof Framing 
2nd Floor Exterior Framing 
Parametric House Definition
Multi-Story Version
Grasshopper Script
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Floor Plan Definition
Grasshopper Script
X and Y Position 
Program Inputs
Room Proportion Dimensions in 18in. Increments
Test for Overlap
Grasshopper Test House_ Floor plan based on bubble diagram that is controlled by an evolutionary solver
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Extents of Plan
Test for Adjacency Galapagos Evolutionary Solver
Evolutionary Principles applied to Problem Solving
 There is nothing particularly new about Evolutionary Solvers or Genetic Algorithms. The first 
references to this field of computation stem from the early 60's when Lawrence J. Fogel published 
the landmark paper "On the Organization of Intellect" which sparked the first endeavours into 
evolutionary computing. The early 70's witnessed further forays with seminal work produced by 
-among others- Ingo Rechenberg and John Henry Holland. Evolutionary Computation didn't gain 
popularity beyond the programmer world until Richard Dawkins' book "The Blind Watchmaker" in 
1986, which came with a small program that generated a seemingly endless stream of body-plans 
called "Bio-morphs" based on human selection. Since the 80's the advent of the personal computer 
has made it possible for individuals without government funding to apply evolutionary principles to 
personal projects and they have since made it into the common parlance.
 The term "Evolutionary Computing" may very well be widely known at this point in time, but 
they are still very much a programmers tool. 'By programmers for programmers' if you will. The 
applications out there that apply evolutionary logic are either aimed at solving specific problems, or 
they are generic libraries that allow other programmers to piggyback along. It is my hope that 
Galapagos will provide a generic platform for the application of Evolutionary Algorithms to be used 
on a wide variety of problems by non-programmers. 
-David Rutten
I51IDigital Morphogenesis II Critical Analysis
Roof Design Definition
Grasshopper Script
Basement Form
Main Roof Extents
Main Roof Pitch
Dormer Form and Pitch
Grasshopper Test House_ Parametric Roof elements and structure being applied to fl oor plan
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Main Roof Form
Final Framed Roof
I53IDigital Morphogenesis II Critical Analysis
External Facade Design Definition
Grasshopper Script
Direction of Walls
Direction of Wall
Direction of Wall
Walls with Windows
Garage Door
Front Door
Garage Door
Front Door
External walls
Grasshopper Test House_ Parametric external facade elements and structure being applied to fl oor plan
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Walls with Windows
Finished Exterior Framing
I55IDigital Morphogenesis II Critical Analysis
Internal Wall Design Definition
Grasshopper Script
Direction of Wall
Internal walls
Doors Pl
Sorting of Wall Type
Grasshopper Test House_ Parametric internal wall elements and structure being applied to fl oor plan
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Walls with Doors
Finished Interior Framing
acement
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Variation in Plan
Single Story Version
Roof Height Factor
Roof Condition
Floor height
Dormers
Main Roof Peak
Dormer Peak
Main Roof Overhang
Dormer Overhang
11
0
14’
0
0.0
X
1.5’
X
7
1
10’
2
0.75
.25,.75
3’
1.5’
8
0
11’
0
0.5
X
4.5’
X
9
1
12’
2
0.33
.5,.5
4.5’
1.5’
10
0
13’
0
0.25
X
3’
X
6
0
9’
0
1.0
X
1.5’
X
Roof Height Factor
Roof Condition
Floor height
Dormers
Main Roof Peak
Dormer Peak
Main Roof Overhang
Dormer Overhang
Roof Height Factor
Roof Condition
Floor height
Dormers
Main Roof Peak
Dormer Peak
Main Roof Overhang
Dormer Overhang
Roof Height Factor
Roof Condition
Floor height
Dormers
Main Roof Peak
Dormer Peak
Main Roof Overhang
Dormer Overhang
Roof Height Factor
Roof Condition
Floor height
Dormers
Main Roof Peak
Dormer Peak
Main Roof Overhang
Dormer Overhang
Roof Height Factor
Roof Condition
Floor height
Dormers
Main Roof Peak
Dormer Peak
Main Roof Overhang
Dormer Overhang
# Of Windows
# Of Doors
Garage Size
Galapagos Calc.
Square Feet
2x2 Frames
2x4 Frames
2x10 Frames
# Of Windows
# Of Doors
Garage Size
Galapagos Calc.
Square Feet
2x2 Frames
2x4 Frames
2x10 Frames
# Of Windows
# Of Doors
Garage Size
Galapagos Calc.
Square Feet
2x2 Frames
2x4 Frames
2x10 Frames
# Of Windows
# Of Doors
Garage Size
Galapagos Calc.
Square Feet
2x2 Frames
2x4 Frames
2x10 Frames
# Of Windows
# Of Doors
Garage Size
Galapagos Calc.
Square Feet
2x2 Frames
2x4 Frames
2x10 Frames
# Of Windows
# Of Doors
Garage Size
Galapagos Calc.
Square Feet
2x2 Frames
2x4 Frames
2x10 Frames
17
12
1
5180.76
1710.00
371 ft3
210 ft3
12 ft3
16
11
1.5
4862.10
1703.25
363 ft3
167 ft3
19 ft3
13
10
2
4933.78
1692.00
385 ft3
177 ft3
10 ft3
13
11
1.5
4459.58
1685.25
410 ft3
193 ft3
12 ft3
11
11
1.5
4647.34
1667.25
369 ft3
216 ft3
9 ft3
16
11
1
5182.77
1710.00
379 ft3
212 ft3
13 ft3
House 1 House 6House 5House 4House 3House 2
Garage Bedroom Bath
LivingDining
Kitchen Bedroom
Bath
Bath
Garage Bedroom
Bath
LivingDining
KitchenBedroom
Bath
Bath
Garage
Bedroom Bath
Living
Dining
Kitchen
Bedroom
Bath
Bath
Garage
BedroomBath
Living
Dining
KitchenBedroom
Bath
Bath
GarageBedroom Bath
Living
Dining
KitchenBedroom
BathBathGarage
Bedroom
Bath
Living
Dining
Kitchen
Bedroom
Bath
Bath
Grasshopper Test House_ Evolutionary based and parametrically controlled homes rendered and iterated
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Variation in Typology
Manipulations in form
Roof Height Factor
Roof Condition
Floor height
Dormers
Main Roof Peak
Dormer Peak
Main Roof Overhang
Dormer Overhang
11
0
13’
0
0
X
1.5’
X
8
0
12’
0
.25
X
3’
X
10
1
14’
0
0
X
1.5’
X
7
0
9’
0
.75
X
4.5’
X
9
1
11’
0
.5
X
3’
X
6
1
10’
0
.5
X
4.5’
X
Roof Height Factor
Roof Condition
Floor height
Dormers
Main Roof Peak
Dormer Peak
Main Roof Overhang
Dormer Overhang
Roof Height Factor
Roof Condition
Floor height
Dormers
Main Roof Peak
Dormer Peak
Main Roof Overhang
Dormer Overhang
Roof Height Factor
Roof Condition
Floor height
Dormers
Main Roof Peak
Dormer Peak
Main Roof Overhang
Dormer Overhang
Roof Height Factor
Roof Condition
Floor height
Dormers
Main Roof Peak
Dormer Peak
Main Roof Overhang
Dormer Overhang
Roof Height Factor
Roof Condition
Floor height
Dormers
Main Roof Peak
Dormer Peak
Main Roof Overhang
Dormer Overhang
# Of Windows
# Of Doors
Garage Size
Galapagos Calc.
Square Feet
Frames
Stories
Bedrooms
# Of Windows
# Of Doors
Garage Size
Galapagos Calc.
Square Feet
Frames
Stories
Bedrooms
# Of Windows
# Of Doors
Garage Size
Galapagos Calc.
Square Feet
Frames
Stories
Bedrooms
# Of Windows
# Of Doors
Garage Size
Galapagos Calc.
Square Feet
Frames
Stories
Bedrooms
# Of Windows
# Of Doors
Garage Size
Galapagos Calc.
Square Feet
Frames
Stories
Bedrooms
# Of Windows
# Of Doors
Garage Size
Galapagos Calc.
Square Feet
Frames
Stories
Bedrooms
15
13
1
5522.38
1719.0
602.55 ft3
1
2
15
12
X
3116.74
1475.0
569.19 ft3 
2
3
19
10
X
4017.95
1475.0
574.69 ft3
2
3
19
10
X
3027.98
1475.0
562.56 ft3
2
3
13
11
1
4695.70
1716.75
547.10 ft3
1
2
14
9
2
5171.20
1705.5
620.40 ft3
1
2
Shotgun 1 Square Shape 2L Shape 2Shotgun Style 2Square shape 1L Shape 1
Garage
Bedroom Bath
Living
Dining
Kitchen
Bedroom
BathBath
Garage
Bedroom
Bath
LivingDiningKitchen
Bedroom
Bath
Bath
Garage
Bedroom
Bath
LivingDining
Kitchen
Bedroom
Bath
Bath
Bedroom
Bath
Living
DiningKitchen
Bedroom
Bath
Bath
Bedroom
Bath
Living
Dining
Kitchen Bedroom
Bath
Bath
Bedroom
Bath
Living
Dining Kitchen
Bedroom
Bath
Bath
Bedroom
BedroomBedroom
StairStair
StairStair
Stair Stair
Variation in Program and Matrix
Single Story Version
living
kitchen
1/2 bath
garage
master bed
master bath
bed1
bed2
bath
office
400
200
50
300
200
90
120
120
70
150
244
300
280
63
208
140
56
400
300
350
200
500
200
100
150
150
160
150
480
80
130
50
130
420
120
60
255
90
132
132
35
180
250
150
125
125
200
75
living
kitchen
dining
bed1
bed2
bath
living
kitchen
master bed
master bath
bed1
bed2
bath
patio
living
kitchen
dining
garage
master bed
master bath
bed1
bed2
living
kitchen
garage
master bath
bed1
storage
bed2
living
kitchen
1/2 bath
master bed
master bath
bed1
bed2
bath
patio
Adjacency Matrix
0 9 6 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
9 0 6 9 1 1 1 1 1 1
6 6 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 9 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 0 9 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 9 0 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 0 9 9 7
1 1 1 1 1 1 9 0 9 7
1 1 1 1 1 1 9 9 0 7
1 1 1 1 1 1 7 7 7 0
Adjacency Matrix
0 9 9 9 9 9
9 0 9 1 1 1
9 9 0 1 9 1
9 1 1 0 5 9
9 1 9 5 0 9
9 1 1 9 9 0
Adjacency Matrix
0 9 1 1 1 1 1 7
9 0 1 1 1 1 1 7
1 1 0 9 6 6 6
1 1 9 0 6 6 6 1
1 1 6 6 0 6 6 1
1 1 6 6 6 0 9 1
1 1 6 6 6 9 0 1
7 7 1 1 1 1 1 0
Adjacency Matrix
0 9 9 5 1 1 1 1
9 0 9 5 1 1 1 1
9 9 0 5 1 1 1 1
5 5 5 0 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 0 9 9 9
1 1 1 1 9 0 9 9
1 1 1 1 9 9 0 9
1 1 1 1 9 9 9 0
Adjacency Matrix
0 9 9 3 3 3 3
9 0 7 3 3 9 3
9 7 0 1 1 9 1
3 3 1 0 9 3 9
3 3 1 9 0 3 9
3 9 9 3 3 0 3
3 3 1 9 9 3 0
Adjacency Matrix
0 9 8 1 1 1 1 1 9
9 0 8 1 1 1 1 1 5
8 8 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 0 9 7 7 7 1
1 1 1 9 0 7 7 7 1
1 1 1 7 7 0 9 9 1
1 1 1 7 7 9 0 9 1
1 1 1 7 7 9 9 0 1
9 5 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
Holden’s House  Joe’s House Jimmy’s HouseKate’s HouseCasey’s HouseBob’s House
Garage
Bedroom
Bath
Living
Office
Kitchen
Bedroom
Bath
Bath
Bedroom
Bedroom
Bath
Living
Patio
Kitchen
Bedroom
Bath
Garage
Bedroom
Living
Kitchen
Bedroom
Bath
Bedroom
Living
Dining
Kitchen
Bedroom
Bath
Patio
Bedroom
Bath
Living
Kitchen
Bedroom
BathGarage
Bedroom
Living
Dining
Kitchen
Bedroom
Bath
Bedroom Bedroom
Bedroom
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Conceptual Development
Roof Height
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   180
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   165
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   0
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Direction
ROTATION FROM SOUTH
Peak Location
ROOF RIDGE POSITION
Site Selection   25
Slope Type   2
Square Footage   2000
Slope Type   2
Square Footage   2000
House Levels   1
Front Setbacks   25
Width vs. Depth   30
Site Selection   14
Slope Type   2
Square Footage   2000
House Levels   1
Front Setbacks   25
Width vs. Depth   55
Site Selection   14
Slope Type   2
Square Footage   2000
Site Selection
LOT DEFINED BY USER
Width vs. Depth
SHAPE AND TYPE OF PLAN
Front of Lot
Front of Lot
Bedrooms
Bathroom
Closets
Circulation
Living Room
Kitchen
I61IDigital Morphogenesis II Conceptual Development
Parametric Sketches_ Traditional sketches translated into computational scripts
I62I Bryce Willis II A Computational Housing Typology
I63IDigital Morphogenesis II
Parametric Sketches_ Traditional sketches translated into computational scripts
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I65IDigital Morphogenesis II Conceptual Development
Parametric Sketches_ Traditional sketches translated into computational scripts
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I67IDigital Morphogenesis II Conceptual Development
I68I Bryce Willis II A Computational Housing Typology
Lot Layouts
Garage House Relation
Finished Floors
Framing Systems
Buildable Area
Open and Blocked Views
Site Orientation
Geometric Controls
Topography and Typology
Roof and Footprint
Computational Type Development
Typical home builders construct 
two different types of homes. 
They base which type to use on 
a simple site analysis. The main 
the split level, is used on sloped 
sites and has multiple finished 
floors that nest into the slope.
Typical home builders construct 
, is used on sloped sites and has 
multiple finished floors that nest 
into the slope.
loped sites and has multiple 
finished floors that nest into the 
slope.
Typical home builders construct 
two different types of homes. 
They base which type to use on 
a simple site analysis. The main 
differences between these 
homes is how they sit on the site. 
The first type, the ranch, works 
on flat sites and has a single  
slope.
Typical home builders construct 
two different types of homes. 
They base which type to use on 
a simple site analysis. The main 
ed on sloped sites and has 
multiple finished floors that nest 
into the slope.
ngle finished floor that sits on 
top of the site. The second type, 
the split level, is used on sloped 
sites and has multiple finished 
floors that nest into the slope.
Typical home builders construct 
two different types of homes. 
They base which type to use on 
a simple site analysis. The main 
differences between these 
homes is how they sit on the site. 
pe, the split level, is used on 
sloped sites and has multiple 
finished floors that nest into the 
slope.
Typical home builders construct 
two different types of homes. 
They base which type to use on 
a simple site analysis. The main 
differences between these 
homes is how they sit on the site. 
The first type, the ranch, works 
on multiple finished floors that 
nest into the slope.
he split level, is used on sloped 
sites and has multiple finished 
floors that nest into the slope.
Typical home builders construct 
two different types of homes.  
single finished floor that sits on 
top of the site. The second type, 
the split level, is used on sloped 
sites and has multiple finished 
floors that nest into the slope.
Hand Sketching Scripting Parametric Scripting
2” x 4” 2” x 6”
Living Room Dining Room
Music
Room
Kitchen
Front
Porch
CLCL
Bedroom
CL
CL
CL CL
CL
BedroomBedroom
Bedroom
Full Bath
Bedroom
Bedroom
Bedroom
Bedroom
Bathroom
Circulation
Circulation
Extra Space
Patio
Living Room
Kitchen
Dining Room
1 2
3 4
1 5432
Kitchenliving Room
CL
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Stair
office
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Stair Bedroom
Bathroom
BedroomBedroom
Bathroom
BedroomBedroom
Bedroom Bedroom
Stair
office
Stair
Dining
Kitchen living Room
H
HCL
Bathroom
Bedroom
Bedroom
Bedroom Bedroom
Stair
office
Stair
Dining
Kitchen
living Room
H
HCL
Bathroom
Bedroom
Bedroom
Bedroom Bedroom
Stair
office
Stair
Dining
Kitchen living Room
H
HCL
Bathroom
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BedroomBedroom
Bedroom
Stair
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Stair
DiningKitchen
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H
CL
H
Input:
Width
Depth
Output:
Footprint
Input:
Central axis direction
Output:
House axis
Living Room/Stairs
Kitchen/Dining
Input:
Kitchen Sq. Ft.
Living Sq. Ft.
Dining/Kitchen Location
Living/Stair Location
Output:
Living Room
Kitchen
Input:
Closet Depth
Dining Sq. Ft.
Hallway Width
Output:
Hallway
Dining Room
Input:
Hallway Width
Stair Width
Stair Location
Output:
Office
Hallway
Closet
Stair Space
Input:
1st floor Data
Floor to Floor
Output:
2nd Floor Footprint
Stair Location
Input:
Living Room Wall
Stair Position
Output:
Bedroom 1
Bedroom 2
Input:
Kitchen and Dining Position
Bedroom Sq. Ft.
Output:
Bedroom_3
1 2 3 4
5 6 7 8
Footprint Central Axis Kitchen and Living Dining and Hallway
Office, Hallway and Closet Stair and Circulation Bedrooms_1 Bedrooms_2
Input:
Plan Organization
Segment Lengths
Output:
Plan Structure
Input:
Window Size
Window Location
Number of Windows
Door Size
Door Location
Output:
Door Layout
Window Layout
Input:
Interior wall thickness
Exterior wall thickness
Output:
Exterior wall lines
Interior wall lines
Trimmed openings
Input:
Door and Window sizes
Wall thicknesses
Output:
Door Plan Lines
Window Plan Lines
Input:
Sill height
Sill depth
Doors
Threshold
Output:
Window Lines
Sill Lines
Door Lines
Input:
Window Size
Window Location
Number of windows
Doors Size
Door Location
Output:
Window Layout
Door Layout
Input:
Interior wall thickness
Exterior wall thickness
Output:
Exterior wall lines
Interior wall lines
Trimmed openings
Input:
Door and Window sizes
Wall thicknesses
Output:
Door Plan Lines
Window Plan Lines
1 2 3 4
5 6 7 8
Plan Organization Doors and Windows Wall Definition Plan Detail_walls
Plan Detail_windows and doors Doors and Windows Wall Definition Plan Detail_walls
Input:
Floor Thickness
Floor to Floor
Output:
Floor Slabs
Input:
Foundation Thickness
Foundation depth
Basement Depth
Output:
Basement
Foundation
Input:
Wall height
Output:
Main Walls
Input:
Door Lines
Door Height
Door Thickness
Window Sill height
Window Sill thickness
Window Height
Window depth
Output:
Windows
Doors
Input:
Window Sill Lines
Door lines
Output:
Window Sill
Window Header
Door Header
Input:
Porch Location
Porch Depth
Porch width
Porch Height
Number of Supports
Patio Slab Thickness
Output:
Patio
Porch
Input:
Roof Overhang
Roof Slope
Roof Limits
Output:
Main Roof
Input:
Roof Locations
Roof Slope
Roof Offset
Roof Footprint
Output:
Porch Roof
Dormer
2 3 4 5
6 7 8 9
Floor Slabs Basement Main Walls Windows and Doors
Sills and Headers Porch Main Roof Sub Roofs
American Foursquare
01 Plan Organization
02 Plan Development
03 House Model
01 Traditional Drawings
02 Type Layout 03 Simplified Shape Grammar
03 Plan Orginization Iterations
Floor Plan Definition
Grasshopper Script
X and Y Position 
Program Inputs
Room Proportion Dimensions in 18in. Increments
Extents of Plan
Test for Adjacency Galapagos Evolutionary Solver
Test for Overlap
Evolutionary Principles applied to Problem Solving
 There is nothing particularly new about Evolutionary Solvers or Genetic Algorithms. The first 
references to this field of computation stem from the early 60's when Lawrence J. Fogel published 
the landmark paper "On the Organization of Intellect" which sparked the first endeavours into 
evolutionary computing. The early 70's witnessed further forays with seminal work produced by 
-among others- Ingo Rechenberg and John Henry Holland. Evolutionary Computation didn't gain 
popularity beyond the programmer world until Richard Dawkins' book "The Blind Watchmaker" in 
1986, which came with a small program that generated a seemingly endless stream of body-plans 
called "Bio-morphs" based on human selection. Since the 80's the advent of the personal computer 
has made it possible for individuals without government funding to apply evolutionary principles to 
personal projects and they have since made it into the common parlance.
 The term "Evolutionary Computing" may very well be widely known at this point in time, but 
they are still very much a programmers tool. 'By programmers for programmers' if you will. The 
applications out there that apply evolutionary logic are either aimed at solving specific problems, or 
they are generic libraries that allow other programmers to piggyback along. It is my hope that 
Galapagos will provide a generic platform for the application of Evolutionary Algorithms to be used 
on a wide variety of problems by non-programmers. 
-David Rutten
Roof Design Definition
Grasshopper Script
Basement Form
Main Roof Extents
Main Roof Pitch
Dormer Form and Pitch
Main Roof Form
Final Framed Roof
External Facade Design Definition
Grasshopper Script
Direction of Walls
Direction of Wall
Direction of Wall
Walls with Windows
Garage Door
Front Door
Garage Door
Front Door
External walls
Walls with Windows
Finished Exterior Framing
Internal Wall Design Definition
Grasshopper Script
Direction of Wall
Internal walls
Walls with Doors
Finished Interior Framing
Doors Placement
Sorting of Wall Type
Garage Bedroom Bath
LivingDining
Kitchen Bedroom
Bath
Bath
Garage Bedroom
Bath
LivingDining
KitchenBedroom
Bath
Bath
Garage
Bedroom Bath
Living
Dining
Kitchen
Bedroom
Bath
Bath
Garage
BedroomBath
Living
Dining
KitchenBedroom
Bath
Bath
GarageBedroom Bath
Living
Dining
KitchenBedroom
BathBathGarage
Bedroom
Bath
Living
Dining
Kitchen
Bedroom
Bath
Bath
Garage
Bedroom Bath
Living
Dining
Kitchen
Bedroom
BathBath
Garage
Bedroom
Bath
LivingDiningKitchen
Bedroom
Bath
Bath
Garage
Bedroom
Bath
LivingDining
Kitchen
Bedroom
Bath
Bath
Grasshopper House
Digital
Morphogenesis
Computational Type
Computers have allowed architects to take advantage of algorithmic tools to aid in the design process. These complex tools perform redundant 
and tedious tasks making optimization and the generation of variations easy. These methods can be combined to expand computational capa-
bilities, allowing them to make formal design decisions.
One area in which these methods could be utilized is the residential market. Currently, new home buyers have two options for building a home – 
they can pay an architect to design a custom home for a high cost or pay a lower cost to a developer for a standardized plan. Instead, computa-
tional methods, designed to mimic the process an architect goes through, could be used to create a cost-effective, custom designed home. 
This process would explore formal design decisions through parametric computation.
Computers have allowed architects to take advantage of algorithmic tools to aid in the design process. These complex tools perform redundant 
and tedious tasks making optimization and the generation of variations easy. These methods can be combined to expand computational capa-
bilities, allowing them to make formal design decisions.
One area in which these methods could be utilized is the residential market. Currently, new home buyers have two options for building a home – 
they can pay an architect to design a custom home for a high cost or pay a lower cost to a developer for a standardized plan. Instead, computa-
tional methods, designed to mimic the process an architect goes through, could be used to create a cost-effective, custom designed home. 
This process would explore formal design decisions through parametric computation.
Computers have allowed architects to take advantage of algorithmic tools to aid in the design process. These complex tools perform redundant 
and tedious tasks making optimization and the generation of variations easy. These methods can be combined to expand computational capa-
bilities, allowing them to make formal design decisions.
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Conway's Game of Life
 Rules:  
  _The universe of the GAME OF LIFE is an infinite two-dimensional grid of cells, each of which Is either alive Or dead. 
  _Cells interact With their eight neighbors, which are the cells that are directly horizontally, vertically, Or diagonally adjacent. 
  _At Each Step In Time, the following effects occur: 
   1. Any live cell With fewer than two neighbors dies, as If by loneliness. 
   2. Any live cell With more than three neighbors dies, as If by overcrowding. 
   3. Any live cell With two Or three neighbors lives, unchanged, To the Next generation. 
   4. Any dead cell With exactly three neighbors comes To life.  
  _The INITIAL PATTERN constitutes the first generation of the system. 
  _The Second generation Is created by applying the above rules simultaneously To every cell In the first generation 
  _-- births And deaths happen simultaneously, And the discrete moment at which this happens Is called a TICK. 
  _The rules continue To be applied repeatedly To create further generations. 
rh4_060829_GameOfLife_RulesAsFunction  Marc Fornes
What it does/How it was done  
 He applied the 2d grid used for CA to a multi-directionally curved NURBS surface. (Nothing was stated about the creation of 
the NURBS surface.) He then ran a few generations of the  CA to arrive with a pattern of "active points." He connected these active 
points to create a pattern of surfaces. Using a separate generation method he pulled a control point from each of the surfaces down to 
the ground plane, creating a forest of small canopies. 
How to make it better  
 I think it would have been interesting if he used the number of active cells within x distance of a point to determine the 
height of the surface at that control point. It would also be interesting if he was able to use external influences into the system such as 
program, objects or future users. 
How I could use it  
 Though this example is more formal, I think I could use a similar approach in my project if I used program, site, or people's 
interactions as ways to reset and actively change the way the CA ran its course. 
 I think the power in a CA system comes with the fact that it changes from generation to generation. Using a single tick from 
the system to formally generate a space seams quite arbitrary.
L-Systems in Architecture  Michael Hansmeyer
What it does/How it was done  
 This is a series of projects that explores the generative potential of Lindenmeyer Systems in 
architecture. Processes known as turtle graphics create a modular response to a growing branch 
system. He also experiments using multiple generations of the L-system results to map out a 2D array 
of the results. From the 2D array he creates surfaces based on the data points. 
How to make it better  
 The results of this system look very cartoonish and random. He could have introduced other 
systems into the algorithm to make the results more believable. It would be nice to know how he 
transforms his branching path into the projects he has shown.  
How I could use it  
 I think the branching system provides a lot of potential to create organic shapes that mimic 
plant growth. I think the methods he used to avoid the ground plane and other obstacles could play 
an important role in integrating my project into the city. 
1. ”F” move forward and draw a line
Rule: F=FFFFF
2. “f” move forward without drawing
Rule: F=FFfFffF
4. “-” turn to the right from end of line
Rule: F=F[-fF]F[+fF]F
3. “+” turn to the left from end of line
Rule: F=FF[+FF]FF[+F]
5. Combine strings Axion: X
Rule:X=X+YF+; Y=-FX-Y
Branching Logic ProductionWhat it does/How it was done  
 Generated from a standard L-system where A->AB and 
B->A this system runs through multiple iterations of  the 
L-system and then chooses the letter sequence from the last 
line. Each letter is assigned a direction such as "Go Straight, 
Turn Left" a line is drawn following the directions of the last 
iteration of the L-system.  
 The weakness of this method is that it is generated 
from one continuous line that only reflects where it came from. 
Though it may overlap with a previous portion of the line it has 
no real connection to that point. This system could be 
improved by adding specific events when one line overlaps 
another such as adding a 2nd level.
A fractal is "a rough or fragmented geometric shape that can be split into parts, 
each of which is a reduced-size copy of the whole," a property called 
self-similarity. Roots of the idea of fractals go back to the 17th century, while 
mathematically rigorous treatment of fractals can be traced back to functions 
studied by Karl Weierstrass, Georg Cantor and Felix Hausdorff a century later in 
studying functions that were continuous but not differentiable; however, the 
term fractal was coined by Benoît Mandelbrot in 1975 and was derived from the 
Latin fractus meaning "broken" or "fractured." A mathematical fractal is based 
on an equation that undergoes iteration, a form of feedback based on 
recursion.[2] There are several examples of fractals, which are defined as 
portraying exact self-similarity, quasi self-similarity, or statistical self-similarity. 
While fractals are a mathematical construct, they are found in nature, which has 
led to their inclusion in artwork. They are useful in medicine, soil mechanics, 
seismology, and technical analysis.
Dim i, j, k
Dim p1, p2, p3, p4, p5, p6, p7, p8
Dim xsize,ysize,zsize
Dim srf1, srf2, srf3, srf4, srf5, srf6, srf7, srf8, 
srf9, srf10
Dim pvc, pvc2
Dim T1,T2
Dim sphere, sphere2
Dim dist
Dim ic, jc, kc
Dim avg
Dim rad
xsize = 15
ysize = 15
zsize = 22
ReDim points (xsize,ysize,zsize)
Call Rhino.enableRedraw(False)
'create for loop
'loop through a cube
For i = 0 To xsize
  For j = 0 To ysize
    For k = 0 To zsize
      'store i, j, k
      'Call.Rhino.addPoint (Array (i, j, k))
      points(i,j,k) = Array(i ,j+k/3,k)
    
    Next
  Next
Next
'take 3 points at a time to create a triangular 
surface
'4 sets of 3 points create a pyramid
For i = 0 To xsize-3
  For j = 0 To ysize-3
    For k = 0 To zsize-3
      ' Draw a box
    
      'Get each of the point
      p1 = points(i,j,k)
      p2 = points(i+2, j, k)
      p3 = points(i+2,j+2,k)
      p4 = points(i,j+2, k)
      p5 = points(i+1,j+1,k+2)      
      'Get point for the inverse pyramid
      p6 = points(i+3,j+1,k+2)
      p7 = points(i+3,j+3,k+2)
      p8 = points(i+1,j+3,k+2)
     
  'create surface to form pyramid  
       If ((k Mod 2)=0)And ((i Mod 2)=0)And ((j 
Mod 2)=0) Then 
         srf1 = Rhino.AddSrfPt(Array(p1,p2,p5))
         srf2 = Rhino.AddSrfPt(Array(p2,p3,p5))
         srf3 = Rhino.AddSrfPt(Array(p3,p4,p5))
         srf4 = Rhino.AddSrfPt(Array(p1,p4,p5))
         srf5  = 
Rhino.AddSrfPt(Array(p1,p2,p3,p4))
          
        srf6 = Rhino.AddSrfPt(Array(p5,p6,p3)) 
        srf7 = Rhino.AddSrfPt(Array(p6,p7,p3))
        srf8 = Rhino.AddSrfPt(Array(p7,p8,p3))
        srf9 = Rhino.AddSrfPt(Array(p8,p5,p3))
        srf10 = 
Rhino.AddSrfPt(Array(p5,p6,p7,p8))
   
        T1 = Rhino.JoinSurfaces (Array(srf1, 
srf2, srf3, srf4, srf5), True)
        T2 = Rhino.JoinSurfaces (Array(srf6, 
srf7, srf8, srf9, srf10), True)
        
   'Get the range of % from i,j,k (0) to Max
     
      ic = 1-Abs((xsize/2)-i)/(xsize/2)
      jc = 1-Abs((ysize/2)-j)/(ysize/2)
      kc = 1-Abs((zsize/2)-k)/(zsize/2)  
      'Rhino.print(ic)
      'Rhino.print(jc)
      'Rhino.print(kc)  
        
      avg = (ic + jc + kc)/3
      
      'Rhino.print(ic)
      
      'Get radius with min radius = .25 and max 
radius = 1.25
      rad = .25 + (avg*.7) 
   
      'Get the volume Centroid 
      pvc = Rhino.SurfaceVolumeCentroid(T1)
      pvc2 = Rhino.SurfaceVolumeCentroid(T2)
      
      If i = 0 Or j = 0 Or k = 0 Or i > (xsize-5) Or j > 
(ysize-5) Or k > (zsize-5) Then
        'do nothing
        Else
         sphere =  Rhino.AddSphere (pvc(0),rad)
          sphere2 = Rhino.AddSphere (pvc2(0),rad)
     
(Array(T1),Array(sphere))
(Array(T2),Array(sphere2))
       End If
      Else
          'do nothing 
      End If  
       
   Next
  Next
Next
Call Rhino.enableRedraw(True)
Rhino Script
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Initial Shape Rule 1 Rule 2
1
1
2
2
1
1
2
Introduction to shape grammars
Shape grammars perform computations with shapes in two steps: a recognition of a particular 
shape and its possible replacement. Rules specify the particular shapes to be replaced and 
the manner in which they are replaced. Underlying the rules are transformations that permit 
one shape to be part of another. There is one rule associated with this page. The rule 
contains two shapes
The Language of the prairie: Frank Lloyd Wright’s prairie houses
The following parametric shape grammar generates the compositional forms and specifies the function zones of Frank Lloyd 
Wright's prairie-slyle houses. The establishment of a fireplace is the key to the definition of the prairie-style house. Around this 
fireplace , functionally distinguished Froebelean-type blocks are recursively added and interpenetrated to form the basic: 
compositions from which elaborated prairie-style houses are derived, The grammar is based on a corpus of eleven houses 
from the Winslow house, the evolutionary precursor of the style, to the Robie house. considered by many as the culmination of 
the style. Much has been written about prairie-style houses-their balance, their debt to Beaux Arts and Japanese design 
traditions, and their organic qualities. However, such descriptions do not exphcitly inform us as to how prairie-style houses are 
constructed, and consequently provide little help in designing new members of this style. The power of a grammar, such as the 
one given here, is that it establishes a recursive structure from which new deSigns can be co nstructed . Three new prairie 
houses gene rated by the grammar as well as a step-by-step generation of one of these deSigns are shown.
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r Casa Vieira de Castro perches halfway up at the southwestern end of a hill that overlooks the 
town of Vila Nova de Famalicao in Portugal. Previously intended as a sanatorium, the site has 
since been acquired by a local industrialist, who commissioned architect Alvaro Siza into 
developing it. The site now consists of a caretaker’s house, a two-storey family house and a 
swimming pool with a terraced garden. Recalling the traditional quinta, the Casa Vieira de 
Castro brims full of personal and regional identity, an architectural design that is truly trademark 
Siza. Design of a house in northern Portugal makes use of existing groundworks on a site 
overlooking the local town.
Casa Vieira de Castro, by Alvaro Siza Arquitecto, is at the southwestern end of a terrace built 
halfway up the precipitous slope of a hill. It overlooks the industrial town of Vila Nova de 
Famalicao in northern Portugal, which lies about 18km south-west of Braga and has a history 
of watchmaking. The terrain is rocky and, with a relatively high rainfall in this part of the country, 
green with pine and oak. From this vantage there are southerly views over an immense 
landscape; conversely from the valley, the house can be seen from far away, an abstract form 
etched sharp and white against the forest.
The ultimate goal of this work is the design and production of mass-
customized houses. The current focus is on design aspects. The purpose of 
mass customization is to provide high-quality housing at an affordable cost. 
Quality is defined as the satisfaction of user needs. Cost is controlled by 
using computeraided manufacturing, which does not rely on exhaustive 
repetition. Traditionally, when a designer is faced with the design of a large 
development, the usual solution is to design a limited number of house types 
and then to repeat them based on market analysis. The envisaged process 
aims at overcoming such limitations by using computer-aided design and 
manufacturing processes. The idea is to give mass-produced houses some 
of the qualities associated with individually designed homes.
A discursive grammar for customizing mass housing:
the case of Siza’s houses at Malagueira
Optimization script arranging apartment types to achieve the highest market value for a given building 
envelope. It takes the potential extents of the building envelope, information about the value of 
different apartments based on views, size, and balcony space. The script iteratively organizes the 
interior spaces and reports the value of the property, the number of rooms, square footage, and other 
useful information about the project. The diagrams accompanying the project help to explain the 
design/scripting process that developed the final form. It also shows a graph of the market value of the 
building with callouts that denote major shifts in the interior organization. 
 
The formal qualities of this project could be improved, it looks almost typical and the wrapping walls 
around the units look overused. 
There could be more influence on the value based on the quality of space 
It should include more external influences than just the site envelope 
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Optimization is a process that finds the 
maximum of a good thing, the minimum of a 
negative thing, or the best balance between 
multiple things. Often derived through 
calculus and algebraic methods other ways 
of maximizing a systems potential can be 
just as effective when the equations are 
unknown or too complex. Linnear regres-
sions and bell curves help statitions in 
determining the optimal value for a given set 
of data. In architecture, various forms of 
optimization have been used for structure, 
form, daylighting etc. 
Arch Record Homes
 homes survey
In their selection of RECORD Houses, 
the editors seek both innovative design 
and timeless architectural responses to 
the residential program. While the 
adjectives “innovative” and “timeless” 
verge on the oxymoronic, we would 
like to think we can make a case for 
conjoining them with these projects.
archrecord.construction.com/residential
Computational Design
Rule Definition
4.2 Rule Definition
Rule Based Design (RBD) can generally 
regard any of the algorithmic systems 
mentioned earlier: Cellular Automata, 
L-Systems, Fractals and Shape Gram-
mar, as well as, other programming 
languages to create 3D geometry as 
form or texture from pre-defined rules. 
RBD can be utilized to extend iterative 
design investigation and can be struc-
tured to provide a continued dialogue 
between the architect/designer to 
continually provide input, and/or 
update variables or parameters to 
evolve and or generate a variation of 
outcomes.
Research Journal Vol. 01.02, Perkins + 
Will
Computational Design
Shape Evolution
Architectural design involves problem solving and 
the development of form based on how the problem 
is solved and/or resolved. Generally, a resultant 
buildingis defined by the constraints identified in 
the early conceptualstages of the design process. A 
shape grammarcan assist design exploration by 
expediting iterativestudy of form relationships either 
as a generative orevolving process (Figure 3). The 
shape grammar is a design language based on a 
shape, or multiple shapes as defined, the parameters 
and variables that will establish the linguistics of 
spatial relationships is structured within a singular 
rule or multiple rules. This establishes the shape 
grammar that will be utilized for spatial form 
generation. Additional programming, generative 
and/or evolutionary is then applied to the computa-
tional design process to derive and analyze form 
studies.
The examlple shown in Figure 4 is a complex 
computational solution developed as algorithmic 
optimization as a problem solving design method. 
Michael Hansmeyer developed the design of a 
commercial apartment building through a general-
ized concept of a pure partitioning exercise driven 
by the buildings market value as a reference point 
for the algorithm. This is a bottom up design 
approach in which the pre-defined unit types were 
defined as components and the construction rules 
and parameters established optimum assembly. The 
system was created to include a secondary 
algorithm to generate or evolve the structural 
system to match.
Designers have two different starting points when 
conceiving new structural forms, top-down and 
bottom-up. Top-down is the classical, Cartesian-
center technique of picking the overall shape first 
and then filling in theparts. Bottom-up, as the name 
implies, is the opposite: it starts with geometric 
components as the initial building blocks. Through 
repetition and variation according to logical rules, 
they grow to define larger systems.
Although scripting seems to bias the role of human 
decision making to a more bottoms-up approach, 
you learn to define basic parameters and the 
computer makes the big exploratory moves. 
Ultimately, algorithms adapted as computational 
design provide a level of design capability and 
complexity that will transform the practice of design 
in our profession.
Research Journal Vol. 01.02, Perkins + Will
HearthStone Homes
Home Builder Survey
“At HearthStone homes, we know you 
care about your credit, so as you’re 
building your credit. let us build your 
home. You may know you can buy a 
HearthStone Home with a combined 
household income of $33,800.
omahanewhomes.com
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01 Ranch Style Home 02 Split Level Style Home
03 Site Plan Ranch Home 04 Site Plan Split Level Home
05 Ranch Home Floorplan 06 Split Level Home Floorplan
Input:
Site
House Footprint
House Finished Floor
Output:
Site Analysis
Single Story Home
Input:
Floor to Floor
Basement depth
House width
House Depth
Output:
House Volume
Basement Volume
Input:
House Volume
Offset
Floor Area
Roof Overhang
Output:
Roof offset
Roof Footprint
Input:
Roof Footprint
Roof Height
Roof Slope
Output:
Roof Constraints
Input:
Site
House Footprint
House Finished Floor
Output:
Site Analysis
Split Level Home
Input:
Floor to Floor
Basement depth
House width
House Depth
Output:
House Volume
Basement Volume
Input:
House Volume
Offset
Floor Area
Roof Overhang
Output:
Roof offset
Roof Footprint
Input:
Roof Footprint
Roof Height
Roof Slope
Output:
Roof Constraints
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
Site Input Main Volume Roof_1 Roof_2
Site Input Main Volume Roof_1 Roof_2
Input:
Lots for Homes
Lot Selection
Output:
Lot for Analysis
Input:
Lot
Elevation Colors
Output:
Visual Elevation Analysis
Input:
Setbacks
Front
Left Side
Right Side
Rear
Output:
Set Back on Site
Input:
Setbacks on Surface
Mid Points of site
Output:
Buildable Area
Input:
House Front Setback
House Depth
House Width
Output:
Initial House Foot Print
Input:
Setbacks
House Size
Midpoints
Footprint
Output:
Slope Across Footprint
Input:
House Footprint
Site Elevation
Output:
Estimation of Topo
Estimation of Elevation
Input:
Topo Estimation
Elevation Estimation
Finished floor height
Output:
Finished floor elevation/s
1 2 3 4
5 6 7 8
Lot Selection Visual Output Site Setbacks Buildable Area
Initial Footprint Slope Analysis Foundation Intersection Finished Floor
Input:
Site Input
House Footprint
Output:
House Footprint
Site Surface
Input:
Roof Height
House Height
Basement Depth
Output:
House Volume
Basement
Input:
Basement
Site Surface
Output:
Basement Site Intersection
Basement Area
Site Area
Input:
Basement Mass
Site Surface
Intersections
Output:
Cut Mass
Cut Volume
Input:
Site edges
House Volume
Finished Floor
Site House Intersection
Output:
Fill Lines
Input:
Site Surface
Cut Volume
Offset Distance
Output:
Untuched Surface
Area for Fill
Input:
Fill Lines
Untouches Surface
Basement Volume
Output:
Fill Volume
Fill Surface
Input:
Volume Basement
Volume Fill
Output:
Equal Cut to Fill
1 2 3 4
5 6 7 8
Site Input House Volume Split Surface Cut Volume
Fill Limits_1 Fill Limits_2 Fill Volume Calculation
Site Analysis
01 Plan Organization
02 Plan Development
03 House Model
December Boards_ Thesis presentation boards for end of semester progress evaluation
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Framework Documentation
Roof Height
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   180
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   165
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   0
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
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Peak Pitch   0
Roof Direction
ROTATION FROM SOUTH
Peak Location
ROOF RIDGE POSITION
Site Selection   25
Slope Type   2
Square Footage   2000
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Front Setbacks   25
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Front Setbacks   25
Width vs. Depth   55
Site Selection   14
Slope Type   2
Square Footage   2000
Site Selection
LOT DEFINED BY USER
Width vs. Depth
SHAPE AND TYPE OF PLAN
Front of Lot
Front of Lot
Bedrooms
Bathroom
Closets
Circulation
Living Room
Kitchen
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Grasshopper Script
COMPUTATIONAL TYPE FOR HOUSING
Initial 
Inputs
Initial Footprint Solver
Site Defined Type Analysis
Basic Roof Massing
Initial Visualization
Typology Filtering
Shotgun Type
Bungalow Type
FourSquare Type
Colonial Type
 Double Ranch Type w/ Bending
Final Massing and Visualization
Parametric Framework_ Shape grammar based computational framework for housing design
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From the initial site and type-based analysis, a more ro-
bust computational model can be produced. The goal 
of the framework is to computationally create the ad-
vantages of architect-designed homes and apply it with 
the system of a current homebuilder to raise the qual-
ity of home that can be produced within the cost struc-
ture of current builders. The resulting framework that 
was produced as a proof-of-concept can be reduced 
to a few basic steps: the initial site analysis, the basic 
massing of the home, the typological selector and the 
application of a specifi c parametrically driven Grammar. 
The resulting framework has the ability to respond to a 
wide range of sites with a wide range of housing types. 
Although it does not go as far computationally as the 
American Foursquare analysis did, the resulting fl oor 
plan diagrams are quickly extracted from the paramet-
ric framework and turned into functioning fl oor plans. 
For a further understanding of the fundamental step 
the framework goes through, it will be described in fi ve 
steps: site, roof and massing, type selector, discursive 
grammars and fl oor plan diagrams.
 The framework begins with the input of the site 
information. This information is used throughout the 
script to affect the massing and the type. Basic setback 
and code-driven inputs are applied fi rst, and they are 
followed by additional user-defi ned inputs. These para-
metric controls are designed to constrain the following 
solutions to what is affordable and appropriate of the 
site and its context. Their main purpose is to understand 
the slope and topography of the site, determine the 
buildable area of the site and place an initial footprint 
within that region. At this stage, there is an understand-
ing of the site constraints and building proportions. To 
determine the footprint, program data and basic house 
information has already been input???. At this stage, 
the footprint of the house is constrained to a rectangle 
shape. This both simplifi es and initial perimeter and 
helps control the buildability and cost of the fi nal solu-
tion. 
Parametric Framework_ Selected sites and site based elements of computational solution
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Site Selection   25
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Footprint Iterations
GRASSHOPPER AND GENOFORM
Parametric Framework_ Site based elements of computational solution and iterations of initial stages
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Roof and Massing
 The pervious steps’ analysis and under-
standing are passes into the roof and massing por-
tion of the script. Several factors are used to under-
stand the sectional dimensions of the mass and the 
nature of the roof. Although these factors are not as 
limited, a secondary optimization script can be used 
to analyze and optimize each option. For example, 
the roof is allowed to have any orientation, but with 
the application of solar panels to the roof, you could 
optimize the roof pitch and orientation, as well as 
add additional surface to the southern face by relo-
cating the ridgeline further to the north. These moves 
have a large effect on the character of the house and 
open up for a large solutions space.  At this stage of 
the script visualization can be made of a fairly ge-
neric mass responding to the site with a more highly 
articulated roof plane.
Parametric Framework_ Roof based elements of computational solution and initial house massing
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Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   180
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   165
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
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Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   150
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
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Roof Direction   135
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Roof Direction   30
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Roof Direction   90
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Roof Direction   90
Roof Pitch   -25
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Roof Direction   90
Roof Pitch   -55
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Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   90
Roof Pitch   -45
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   90
Roof Pitch   -35
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South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   90
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
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Peak Pitch   0
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Roof Direction   90
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Roof Direction   90
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Peak Pitch   0
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Roof Direction   90
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   3
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Peak Pitch   0
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Roof Direction   90
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
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Roof Direction   90
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Roof Direction   30
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
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Roof Direction   30
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Roof Direction   30
Roof Pitch   -25
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Roof Direction   30
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Roof Direction   30
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Roof Direction   30
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Roof Direction   30
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,25
Peak Pitch   0
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Roof Direction   90
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   40
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   90
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   30
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   90
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   20
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   90
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   10
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   90
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   90
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
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Peak Pitch   -10
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Roof Direction   90
Roof Pitch   -25
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South Overhang   1
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Peak Pitch   -20
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   90
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Peak Pitch   -30
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   90
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Roof Overhang   1
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Roof Height
ABOVE CEILING
Roof Direction
ROTATION FROM SOUTH
Roof Pitch
SLOPE OF ROOF
Roof Overhangs
SOUTH IS SEPARATE
Peak Location
ROOF RIDGE POSITION
Peak Pitch
SLOPE ACROSS ROOF
Basic Roof Controls
Roof Height   12
Roof Direction   45
Roof Pitch   -45
Roof Overhang   0
South Overhang   0
Peak Location   0,15
Peak Pitch   20
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   15
Roof Pitch   -15
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   20,0
Peak Pitch   40
Roof Height   3
Roof Direction   120
Roof Pitch   25
Roof Overhang   3
South Overhang   10
Peak Location   10,0
Peak Pitch   -20
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Basic Roof Iterations
GRASSHOPPER AND GENOFORM
Parametric Framework_ Roof based elements of computational solution and iterations of initial house massing
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Roof Pitch
Roof Height
Peak Slope
Roof Overhangs
Roof Direction
Roof Ridge Location
General Roof Controls
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Type Selector
 The basic massing of the footprint and the 
volumetric massing are analyzed in the type selec-
tor portion of the script. In this step, the overall pro-
portions of the mass are determined. Five different 
grammars based on typologies were then developed. 
These typologies are updated to resemble current 
housing needs, including a Shotgun, a Bungalow, a 
Foursquare, a Colonial and a site-adaption ranch. 
Once selected, one of these types is plugged into the 
house masses.
Discursive Grammars
 Each of these grammars has a wide variety of 
controls and customizations. Each grammar was de-
veloped in a similar way to the American Foursquare 
home from the earlier study. To reduce the amount of 
scripting needed each of these grammars was limited 
to a predefi ned program. Although when it was pos-
sible fl exibility was added to each scripted. Some of 
these include changing the size of the garage, attach-
ing or detaching the garage from the house and bend-
ing the plan of the house to respond to orientation. 
All of the grammars have the same abilities from the 
global reorganization of the fl oor plan relationships to 
the individual expansion and contraction of each room 
in the house. Script Output
 The grammar information creates an articulat-
ed model of the plan elements, and the roof from the 
initial mass is reapplied. The roof planes are manipu-
lated based on interaction with the plan massing. The 
fi nal output from the script is an organizational model 
of the house with a semi-resolved form and roof. This 
scripted process could continue to add detail using the 
same methods as the American Foursquare home. 
The fi nal output is, however, easily extracted from the 
framework and manipulated by hand to quickly output 
schematic designs for several homes of different ty-
pologies. As a tool, this framework allows for iteration 
of several different typologies of houses or iterations 
of the same typology within a single type. 
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Roof Pitch
Roof Height
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Roof Overhangs
Roof Direction
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Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   180
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   165
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
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Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
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Roof Direction   150
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Roof Direction   135
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   120
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   105
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   90
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   75
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   60
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   45
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   30
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   15
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   0
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   12
Roof Direction   90
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   90
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   3
Roof Direction   90
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   90
Roof Pitch   -55
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   90
Roof Pitch   -45
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   90
Roof Pitch   -35
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   90
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   90
Roof Pitch   -15
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   90
Roof Pitch   -5
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   90
Roof Pitch   5
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   90
Roof Pitch   15
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   90
Roof Pitch   25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   90
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   3
South Overhang   10
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   90
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   90
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   0
South Overhang   0
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   30
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   50,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   30
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   40,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   30
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   30,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   30
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   20,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   30
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   10,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   30
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   30
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,5
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   30
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,10
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   30
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,15
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   30
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,20
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   30
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,25
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   90
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   40
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   90
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   30
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   90
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   20
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   90
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   10
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   90
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   90
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   -10
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   90
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   -20
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   90
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   -30
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   90
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   -40
BASE LINE
Roof Height
ABOVE CEILING
Roof Direction
ROTATION FROM SOUTH
Roof Pitch
SLOPE OF ROOF
Roof Overhangs
SOUTH IS SEPARATE
Peak Location
ROOF RIDGE POSITION
Peak Pitch
SLOPE ACROSS ROOF
Basic Roof Controls
Initial Roof and Massing Definition
Type Layout Definition
Framework Documentation I83IDigital Morphogenesis II
Bedrooms
Bathroom
Closets
Circulation
Living Room
Kitchen
Dining Room
Porch
Garage
Discursive Grammar Diagram
TRANSLATION OF MASSES TO TYPES
Initial Massing
First Floor Definition
Base
Parametric Framework_ Interpretation of massing by shape grammar scripts to detail initial house massing
I84I Bryce Willis II A Computational Housing Typology
Second Floor Definition
Roof Detailer
Final Programatic Massing
nt Solver
Framework Documentation I85IDigital Morphogenesis II
Shotgun Bungalow FouBedrooms
Bathroom
Closets
Circulation
Living Room
Kitchen
Dining Room
Porch
Garage
Property Details
 Dwelling type   Single Family 
 Bedrooms   3 
 Bathrooms   2
 Home Size    1,600 Sq. Ft.
Main Features
 Floors     2
 Zoning    R-1
 Garage type    Attached
 Garage size    One Car
 Program   Dining Room
     Master Suite
Framework Values
 Floor to floor height   10 ft.
 Height above grade  2 ft.
 Width restriction  18 ft.
Property Details
 Dwelling type   Single Family 
 Bedrooms   3 
 Bathrooms   2
 Home Size    1,600 Sq. Ft.
Main Features
 Floors     2
 Zoning    R-1
 Garage type    Detached
 Garage size    Two Car
 Program   Dining Room
     Master Suite
Framework Values
 Floor to floor height   10 ft.
 Height above grade  2 ft.
 Width restriction  24 ft.
Pro
 
 
 
 
Ma
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fra
 
 
 
Programmatic Types
GENERATED IN GRASSHOPPER 
Parametric Framework_ Interpretation of massing by shape grammar displayed as diagrammatic representations of script output
I86I Bryce Willis II A Computational Housing Typology
quare Colonial Bent Ranch
Details
elling type   Single Family 
rooms   3 
hrooms   2
me Size    1,600 Sq. Ft.
ures
ors     2
ing    R-1
age type    Detached
age size    Two Car
gram   Dining Room
   Master Suite
rk Values
or to floor height   10 ft.
ght above grade  2 ft.
th restriction  30 ft.
Property Details
 Dwelling type   Single Family 
 Bedrooms   3 
 Bathrooms   2
 Home Size    1,600 Sq. Ft.
Main Features
 Floors     2
 Zoning    R-1
 Garage type    Detached
 Garage size    Two Car
 Program   Dining Room
     Master Suite
Framework Values
 Floor to floor height   10 ft.
 Height above grade  2 ft.
 Width restriction  38 ft.
Property Details
 Dwelling type   Single Family 
 Bedrooms   3 
 Bathrooms   2
 Home Size    1,600 Sq. Ft.
Main Features
 Floors     2
 Zoning    R-1
 Garage type    Attached
 Garage size    Two Car
 Program   Dining Room
     Master Suite
Framework Values
 Floor to floor height   10 ft.
 Height above grade  2 ft.
 Width restriction  45 ft.
Framework Documentation I87IDigital Morphogenesis II
Shotgun  Bungalow
Bedrooms
Bathroom
Closets
Circulation
Living Room
Kitchen
Dining Room
Porch
Garage
Programmatic Types
TRANSLATION OF DIAGRAMS
First Floor
Second Floor
First Floor
Second Floor
Scale- 1’=5/64” Scale- 1’=5/64”
Parametric Framework_ Interpretation of massing by shape grammar displayed as basic fl oor plans for each type
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Four Square Colonial Bent Ranch
First Floor
Second Floor
First Floor
Second Floor
First Floor
Second Floor
Scale- 1’=5/64”Scale- 1’=5/64” Scale- 1’=5/64”
Framework Documentation I89IDigital Morphogenesis II
I90I Bryce Willis II A Computational Housing Typology
Documented Output
Documented Output
Roof Height
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   180
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   165
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   0
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Direction
ROTATION FROM SOUTH
Peak Location
ROOF RIDGE POSITION
Site Selection   25
Slope Type   2
Square Footage   2000
Slope Type   2
Square Footage   2000
House Levels   1
Front Setbacks   25
Width vs. Depth   30
Site Selection   14
Slope Type   2
Square Footage   2000
House Levels   1
Front Setbacks   25
Width vs. Depth   55
Site Selection   14
Slope Type   2
Square Footage   2000
Site Selection
LOT DEFINED BY USER
Width vs. Depth
SHAPE AND TYPE OF PLAN
Front of Lot
Front of Lot
Bedrooms
Bathroom
Closets
Circulation
Living Room
Kitchen
I91IDigital Morphogenesis II
Shotgun Based Typology_ Shape grammar based home detailed with plans, elevations and graphical render 
I92I Bryce Willis II A Computational Housing Typology
Documented Output I93IDigital Morphogenesis II
Bungalow Based Typology_ Shape grammar based home detailed with plans, elevations and graphical render 
I94I Bryce Willis II A Computational Housing Typology
Documented Output I95IDigital Morphogenesis II
American Foursquare Based Typology_ Shape grammar based home detailed with plans, elevations and graphical render 
I96I Bryce Willis II A Computational Housing Typology
Documented Output I97IDigital Morphogenesis II
Colonial Based Typology_ Shape grammar based home detailed with plans, elevations and graphical render 
I98I Bryce Willis II A Computational Housing Typology
Documented Output I99IDigital Morphogenesis II
Bent Ranch Typology_ Shape grammar based home detailed with plans, elevations and graphical render 
I100I Bryce Willis II A Computational Housing Typology
Documented Output I101IDigital Morphogenesis II
Liner Neighborhood Typology_ Shape grammar based homes graphically rendered as a neighborhood 
I102I Bryce Willis II A Computational Housing Typology
Documented Output I103IDigital Morphogenesis II
Cul-De-Sac Neighborhood Typology_ Shape grammar based homes graphically rendered as a neighborhood 
I104I Bryce Willis II A Computational Housing Typology
Documented Output I105IDigital Morphogenesis II
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   180
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   165
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   150
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   135
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   120
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   105
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   90
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   75
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   60
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   45
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   30
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   15
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   0
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   12
Roof Direction   90
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   90
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   3
Roof Direction   90
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   90
Roof Pitch   -55
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   90
Roof Pitch   -45
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   90
Roof Pitch   -35
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   90
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   90
Roof Pitch   -15
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   90
Roof Pitch   -5
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   90
Roof Pitch   5
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   90
Roof Pitch   15
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   90
Roof Pitch   25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   90
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   3
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   90
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   90
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   0
South Overhang   0
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
BASE LINE
Roof Height
ABOVE CEILING
Roof Direction
ROTATION FROM SOUTH
Roof Pitch
SLOPE OF ROOF
Roof Overhangs
SOUTH IS SEPARATE
Basic Roof Controls
Site Selection   25
Slope Type   2
Square Footage   2000
House Levels   1
Front Setbacks   25
Width vs. Depth   30
Site Selection   22
Slope Type   2
Square Footage   2000
House Levels   1
Front Setbacks   25
Width vs. Depth   30
Site Selection   18
Slope Type   2
Square Footage   2000
House Levels   1
Front Setbacks   25
Width vs. Depth   30
Site Selection   16
Slope Type   2
Square Footage   2000
House Levels   1
Front Setbacks   25
Width vs. Depth   30
Site Selection   14
Slope Type   2
Square Footage   2000
House Levels   1
Front Setbacks   25
Width vs. Depth   30
Site Selection   14
Slope Type   3
Square Footage   2000
House Levels   1
Front Setbacks   25
Width vs. Depth   30
Site Selection   14
Slope Type   2
Square Footage   2000
House Levels   1
Front Setbacks   25
Width vs. Depth   30
Site Selection   14
Slope Type   1
Square Footage   2000
House Levels   1
Front Setbacks   25
Width vs. Depth   30
Site Selection   9
Slope Type   2
Square Footage   2000
House Levels   1
Front Setbacks   25
Width vs. Depth   30
Site Selection   4
Slope Type   2
Square Footage   2000
House Levels   1
Front Setbacks   25
Width vs. Depth   30
Site Selection   2
Slope Type   2
Square Footage   2000
House Levels   1
Front Setbacks   25
Width vs. Depth   30
Site Selection   0
Slope Type   2
Square Footage   2000
House Levels   1
Front Setbacks   25
Width vs. Depth   30
Site Selection   14
Slope Type   0
Square Footage   2000
House Levels   1
Front Setbacks   25
Width vs. Depth   30
Site Selection   14
Slope Type   2
Square Footage   3000
House Levels   1
Front Setbacks   25
Width vs. Depth   30
Site Selection   14
Slope Type   2
Square Footage   2500
House Levels   1
Front Setbacks   25
Width vs. Depth   30
Site Selection   14
Slope Type   2
Square Footage   2000
House Levels   1
Front Setbacks   25
Width vs. Depth   30
Site Selection   14
Slope Type   2
Square Footage   1500
House Levels   1
Front Setbacks   25
Width vs. Depth   30
Site Selection   14
Slope Type   2
Square Footage   1000
House Levels   1
Front Setbacks   25
Width vs. Depth   30
Site Selection   14
Slope Type   2
Square Footage   2000
House Levels   1
Front Setbacks   25
Width vs. Depth   30
Site Selection   14
Slope Type   2
Square Footage   2000
House Levels   2
Front Setbacks   25
Width vs. Depth   30
Site Selection   14
Slope Type   2
Square Footage   2000
House Levels   1
Front Setbacks   40
Width vs. Depth   30
Site Selection   14
Slope Type   2
Square Footage   2000
House Levels   1
Front Setbacks   35
Width vs. Depth   30
Site Selection   14
Slope Type   2
Square Footage   2000
House Levels   1
Front Setbacks   30
Width vs. Depth   30
Site Selection   14
Slope Type   2
Square Footage   2000
House Levels   1
Front Setbacks   25
Width vs. Depth   30
Site Selection   14
Slope Type   2
Square Footage   2000
House Levels   1
Front Setbacks   20
Width vs. Depth   30
Site Selection   14
Slope Type   2
Square Footage   2000
House Levels   1
Front Setbacks   15
Width vs. Depth   30
Site Selection   14
Slope Type   2
Square Footage   2000
House Levels   1
Front Setbacks   10
Width vs. Depth   30
Site Selection   14
Slope Type   2
Square Footage   2000
House Levels   1
Front Setbacks   25
Width vs. Depth   45
Site Selection   14
Slope Type   2
Square Footage   2000
House Levels   1
Front Setbacks   25
Width vs. Depth   40
Site Selection   14
Slope Type   2
Square Footage   2000
House Levels   1
Front Setbacks   25
Width vs. Depth   35
Site Selection   14
Slope Type   2
Square Footage   2000
House Levels   1
Front Setbacks   25
Width vs. Depth   30
Site Selection   14
Slope Type   2
Square Footage   2000
House Levels   1
Front Setbacks   25
Width vs. Depth   25
Site Selection   14
Slope Type   2
Square Footage   2000
House Levels   1
Front Setbacks   25
Width vs. Depth   20
Site Selection   14
Slope Type   2
Square Footage   2000
House Levels   1
Front Setbacks   25
Width vs. Depth   15
Site Selection   14
Slope Type   2
Square Footage   2000
House Levels   1
Front Setbacks   25
Width vs. Depth   55
Site Selection   14
Slope Type   2
Square Footage   2000
House Levels   1
Front Setbacks   25
Width vs. Depth   50
Slope Type
SINGLE LEVEL VS. SPLIT
Site Selection
LOT DEFINED BY USER
Front Setbacks
DISTANCE FROM STREET
House Levels
NUMBER OF STORIES
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Width vs. Depth
SHAPE AND TYPE OF PLAN
Basic Footprint Controls
Front of Lot
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Diagram of Framework
FRAMEWORK WRITTEN GRASSHOPPER 
Computational Solution_ Graphical representation of fi nal shape grammar based parametric framework
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Roof Pitch
Roof Height
Peak Slope
Roof Overhangs
Roof Direction
Roof Ridge Location
0
10
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   30
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   50,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   30
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   40,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   30
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   30,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   30
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   20,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   30
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   10,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   30
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   30
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,5
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   30
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,10
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   30
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,15
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   30
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,20
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   30
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,25
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   90
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   40
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   90
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   30
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   90
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   20
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   90
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   10
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   90
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   90
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   -10
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   90
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   -20
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   90
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   -30
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   90
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Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   180
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   165
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   150
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   135
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   120
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   105
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   90
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   75
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   60
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   45
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   30
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   15
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   0
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   12
Roof Direction   90
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   90
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   3
Roof Direction   90
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   90
Roof Pitch   -55
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   90
Roof Pitch   -45
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   90
Roof Pitch   -35
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   90
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   90
Roof Pitch   -15
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   90
Roof Pitch   -5
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   90
Roof Pitch   5
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   90
Roof Pitch   15
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   90
Roof Pitch   25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   90
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   3
South Overhang   10
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   90
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   90
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   0
South Overhang   0
Peak Location   0,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   30
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   50,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   30
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   40,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   30
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
Peak Location   30,0
Peak Pitch   0
Roof Height   5
Roof Direction   30
Roof Pitch   -25
Roof Overhang   1
South Overhang   1
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Property Details
 Dwelling type   Single Family 
 Bedrooms   3 
 Bathrooms   2
 Home Size    1,600 Sq. Ft.
Main Features
 Floors     2
 Zoning    R-1
 Garage type    Attached
 Garage size    One Car
 Program   Dining Room
     Master Suite
Framework Values
 Floor to floor height   10 ft.
 Height above grade  2 ft.
 Width restriction  18 ft.
Property Details
 Dwelling type   Single Family 
 Bedrooms   3 
 Bathrooms   2
 Home Size    1,600 Sq. Ft.
Main Features
 Floors     2
 Zoning    R-1
 Garage type    Detached
 Garage size    Two Car
 Program   Dining Room
     Master Suite
Framework Values
 Floor to floor height   10 ft.
 Height above grade  2 ft.
 Width restriction  24 ft.
Property Details
 Dwelling type   Single Family 
 Bedrooms   3 
 Bathrooms   2
 Home Size    1,600 Sq. Ft.
Main Features
 Floors     2
 Zoning    R-1
 Garage type    Detached
 Garage size    Two Car
 Program   Dining Room
     Master Suite
Framework Values
 Floor to floor height   10 ft.
 Height above grade  2 ft.
 Width restriction  30 ft.
Property Details
 Dwelling type   Single Family 
 Bedrooms   3 
 Bathrooms   2
 Home Size    1,600 Sq. Ft.
Main Features
 Floors     2
 Zoning    R-1
 Garage type    Detached
 Garage size    Two Car
 Program   Dining Room
     Master Suite
Framework Values
 Floor to floor height   10 ft.
 Height above grade  2 ft.
 Width restriction  38 ft.
Property Details
 Dwelling type   Single Family 
 Bedrooms   3 
 Bathrooms   2
 Home Size    1,600 Sq. Ft.
Main Features
 Floors     2
 Zoning    R-1
 Garage type    Attached
 Garage size    Two Car
 Program   Dining Room
     Master Suite
Framework Values
 Floor to floor height   10 ft.
 Height above grade  2 ft.
 Width restriction  45 ft.
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Programmatic Types
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Models
Varied Homes Model_ Physical models representing the parametric range of home masses for a single site
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Documented Output
Neighborhood Model_ Physical model representing the parametric range of home masses for a neighborhood
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Bent Ranch Home Model_ Physical models representing the detailed version of a framework based ranch home
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Documented Output
Shotgun Home Model_ Physical models representing the detailed version of a framework based shotgun home
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Discussion and Conclusion
 This paper details an alternative way to in-
tegrate computers into architecture to provide more 
value for its users. If this framework was adapted and 
expanded it could become a standalone robust tool 
for people to use. The value of such a program would 
extend beyond its usefulness to architects as an it-
erative tool and could be engaged by home builders 
or people seeking to build a home. From the home 
builders perspective, they could engage their clients 
in an entirely new way. Instead of offering them a 
list of fi ve poorly designed homes builders could cre-
ate custom homes specifi cally tailored to each cli-
ent and specifi c site. From the clients perspective, 
these home would be of superior design because the 
framework would have the ability to take more fac-
tors into account then a home builder could afford-
ably do on their own. The resulting homes would be 
have the ability to be optimized for everything from 
solar orientation to digital fabrication.  
Discussion and Conclusion
 Although the project framework was able 
to quickly transition between typologies it became 
fairly limited in its ability to transition between differ-
ent scales of program. The predevelopment of an 
initial mass before the application of the grammar 
based logic was benefi cial from a home builder’s 
perspective because the fi nal home remained 
relatively simplistic in form. However, this would 
not be as attractive from an architect’s point of 
view because iterations became quickly predict-
able. The project framework also relies heavily on 
a divisional based grammar system instead of on 
an additive based system. A further integration of 
the initial shape grammar research into the project 
could have help to mitigate these differences. In 
order to design the computational framework many 
decisions were made about the nature of the fi nal 
homes that cannot be changes. As a result anyone 
interacting with the framework for the development 
of a home is also tied to these decisions. An archi-
tect may fi nd this fact to be limiting and want a more 
open framework. This would both allow a greater 
amount a variation within the framework but it would 
also allow for the creation on undesirable homes 
so architectural knowledge would be required for its 
operation. For a home builder it might be advanta-
geous to make the framework more ridged. This 
would both reduce the variation of homes that could 
be produced but it would also further ingrain the 
decisions made in the framework further into the 
designed homes. 
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